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We like to take pictures and draw images of our lives in part to hang on to these moments, to try to encase and 
not lose these tiny bits of time that are so f leeting. But that is a futile endeavor. 

A couple weeks ago I was In 
Portland, browsing through 
secondhand stores and bookshops, 

looking at old books and magazines, glassware, 
furniture, and assorted knick-knacks. I was 
surprised by the hundreds of old photos I 
saw in loose piles or tucked away in boxes 
and bureau drawers, most dating back to the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. I 
wasn’t interested in buying them, but there I 
was, enthralled by women wearing yards of stiff 
fabrics from their chins to their toes, big hats, 
big hairdos, big sleeves, and enormous skirts. 
Pictures of a later era showed less voluminous 
skirts, and some — oh my! — even showed bare 
forearms. Photos of men displayed sleek hair, 
big moustaches, fancy ties, often holding 

an object, like a gun or cane, and casually 
leaning against a chair seemed to be the 
favored pose. Lots of photos, too, of couples 
and families. Despite their many differences, 
all had one thing in common: expressionless 
faces. Big smiles are fashionable these days, 
but in that era no one was pretending to show 
happiness; perhaps they were pretending 
to show dignity? or stateliness? I wondered 
who these people were; what were their 
stories? Where did the photos come from? 
Did someone bring them to America in their 
steamer trunk while crossing the Atlantic? 
Were they carefully displayed in someone’s 
home at some point? Were they cherished 
possessions at one time? Who gave them up? 
The great-great-grandchildren of the people 

A Single Moment in Time
Christine Brooks Cote
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Christine Brooks Cote founded Shanti Arts in 2011 to celebrate nature, art, and spirit. 
Cote edits and publishes Still Point Arts Quarterly, sponsors art competitions and exhibitions 
online at Still Point Art Gallery (stillpointartgallery.com), and publishes beautiful and 
engaging books for adults and children. Cote was born in Wisconsin and raised in southern 
California, but now calls Maine her home. She enjoys the natural environment of Maine with 
her husband and friends, camera, and two playful and energetic Irish setters. 
• www.christinecotephoto.com   • alwaysbelikewater.blogspot.com

FROM THE EDITOR

http://www.shantiarts.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com
http://www.christinecotephoto.com
http://alwaysbelikewater.blogspot.com


in these photos never met them or probably never 
even heard of them, so it was easy to toss them 
aside for the estate auction, along with the dirty 
silver, cracked china, and the broken armoire.

I have a few of these old family photos: among 
them my grandparents on their wedding day [top right]; 
my siblings [bottom right]; my mother and grandmother 
[page 6]; and my mother’s parents and two siblings 
[page 7]. I look at them from time to time and yearn 
to know what their lives were like. I never knew any 
of my grandparents, and I never even heard anything 
about my great-grandparents. I was born when my 
parents were at the tail end of their child-bearing and 
child-rearing years, so while growing up, my parents 
were the age of my friends’ grandparents, and my 
grandparents all died before I was four years old. So, 
I look at these pictures of people I never knew and 
have so many questions that will never have answers. 
How did they meet? Were they madly in love? What 
did my grandmother cook on holidays? Did they 
sing songs to their children or walk them home from 
school? I know I have my grandmother’s eyes, but do 
I have her personality as well?

These days everyone is a photographer, a maker 
of portraits, a maker of self-portraits . . . selfies! Cell 
phones have made this possible, but social media has 
made it an obsession. Many of us take pictures largely 
to post them on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram. We 
take pictures to record where we’ve been, what we’ve 
done, who we’ve been with, what we wore, and even 
what we ate. We always try to take pictures that portray 
ourselves and our lives in a positive light. We want to 
look good, be known for doing fun things and hanging 
out with interesting people. We want to look like we’re 
enjoying the good life we are lucky enough or have 
worked hard enough to have. So we stand a certain 
way and hold a certain expression that tells everyone 
our life is perfect. Can we really say these pictures are 
of us? Will we recognize ourselves in these pictures ten 
or twenty years from now?
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It occurs to me that between old photo 
albums, snapshots stored in boxes in the 
basement, and cell phone pictures, there 
are probably hundreds of pictures of me in 
existence. I’m sure that’s true for many of us. 
And, of course, they’re all different. We age, 
so our physical bodies look different over time, 
but it’s also true that we could take a hundred 
pictures of someone on a single day or in a 
single hour and marvel at the differences 
among them. There are probably an infinite 
number of possibilities for how a portrait of 
someone might look at any given time. Aside 
from capturing one’s physical appearance 
from different angles and in different light, our 
faces and bodies are constantly changing to 
reveal different emotions and attitudes: solace, 
fear, frustration, acceptance, contentment. 
Whatever we see in a photo, or a portrait that 
is painted or drawn, is a depiction of a person 
at a single moment in time and a depiction of 

what the artist saw in that person at that moment. A moment later . . . it will all be different.
Nicholas Nixon shot a group portrait of his wife and her three sisters, the Brown sisters, every 

year for forty years starting in 1974. I’ve seen the images many times online, but also once in person 
at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. This sequence of images is fascinating on so many levels. The 
hairstyles change, the clothes change. Each person shows signs of aging: an increasing number of 
wrinkles and gray hair, but also more self-confidence, more poise, more contentment. Over time, 
the sisters change as individuals, but they also seem to change as a group, seeming to coalesce, 
become closer. Still, each photograph reveals only a brief moment in time, and the power of the 
sequence is that you find yourself wondering about all those moments between photographs. What 
happened between that point in time and this point in time? We cannot know. As the viewer, we 
have only the moment. In this case, forty moments, nothing more.

We like to take pictures and draw images of our lives in part to hang on to these moments, to try 
to encase and not lose these tiny bits of time that are so fleeting. But that is a futile endeavor. Try 
as we might, we can’t hang on. Once a moment passes, it’s gone. Even the memory of it isn’t the 
same; the memory is only another moment. 

The image above of my mother and my grandmother will someday be tossed aside and might well 
end up in a second-hand shop in Portland where someone spending the day browsing will wonder 
who these women are, how they’re related, and how the photo ended up where they found it. That 
too will be yet another moment. �
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Christine Brooks Cote

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/10/03/magazine/01-brown-sisters-forty-years.html


What I like about photographs is that they capture a 
moment that’s gone forever, impossible to reproduce.
— Karl Lagerfeld
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A few famous portrait photographers whose work is always worth seeing . . . 

Diane arbus . . . famous for photographing people living on the edges of society.  

richarD aveDon . . . credited with blurring the lines between “art” and “commercial” 

photography.  sally Mann . . . a deeply observant photographer. annie leibovitz 

. . . makes memorable images of celebrities; known for her work with Rolling 

Stone, Vanity, and Vogue.  Dorothea lange . . . influenced the development of 

documentary photography.  eDwarD s. curtis . . . one of America’s earliest portrait 

photographers.  PhiliPPe halsMan . . . interested in the human face.

A Moment in Time

http://www.sleek-mag.com/2017/04/20/diane-arbus-best-photographs/
https://www.avedonfoundation.org/
http://sallymann.com/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/annie-leibovitz/
https://www.moma.org/artists/3373?locale=en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_S._Curtis#Image_gallery
http://philippehalsman.com/


Dates for these to be announced . . . Check online for up-to-date information

Your Inner gIft: cultIvatIng the art of sImplIcItY In photographY — fall 2018
IntroductIon to wrItIng Japanese poetrY — fall 2018

more to be announced . . .

The ArT of STreeT PhoTogrAPhy
Instructor: Mark Wyatt website | contact
Six weeks starting April 16, 2018
Fee: $190  See Mark’s work in this issue starting on page 66.

exPerimenTS in AbSTrAcT And imPreSSioniSTic PhoTogrAPhy
Instructor: Susan Ruach website | contact
Six weeks starting March 5, 2018
Fee: $190 

Online WOrkshOp OppOrtunities

Check online for our schedule of workshop offerings for 2018.
www.shantiarts.com/workshops

Here are some workshops coming up . . . 
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https://www.shantiarts.co/workshops/workshops_register_wyatt_street.html
mailto:mwyattfotograf%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:https://mwwyatt.wordpress.com/?subject=
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Every Gallery exhibition presents the oppor tunity to honor 
a small number of ar tists. Our current Gallery Ar tists are 
listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our web-
site and view the work of these creative individuals.

 Shoshanna Ahar t · Bobby Baker

  Pat Benincasa  ·  Steven Bogar t

 Robin Brooks  ·  Francesca Busca

 Lynn Chen  ·  MJ Edwards  

 Renée De Gagné  ·  Myles Gal lagher

 Jane Gottl ieb  ·  Gai l Higginbotham

 Tr icia Hoye ·  Loretta Ana Kaufman ·  

 Paul Lightfoot ·  Jacquel ine Mal legni

 Stephen Mead ·  Michael Page Mil ler

 Rose Palmier i ·  George Pennington · 

 Patr ic ia Raible ·  Stefynie Rosenfeld

  Tatiana Roul in ·  Hadass Shereshevsky

 Karen Shulman ·  Rebecca Skinner

 Michael Deborah Skoff ·  Kar la Van Vl iet

 Carolyn WarmSun ·  Michael Washburn

 Abby Zonies

stillpointartgallery.com
Gallery Artists

https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/uploads/files/galleryartists.html
http://stillpointartgallery.com


          

mIchael page mIller

Best in Show — Portfolio
Miller is from New York City. One image from his portfolio is shown on 
page 12. You are invited to view others online.

• MichaelPageMiller.com

mIchael washburn

Award for Uniqueness of Concept and Originality
Washburn is from Ossining, New York. (p. 13)

• michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com

rose palmIerI

Award for Exceptional Composition and Design
Palmieri is from Cincinnati, Ohio . (p. 14)

• rosepalmieriphotography.com

stephen mead

Award for Distinctive Interpretation of Theme
Mead is from Albany, New York. (p. 15)

•www.absolutearts.com/portfolios/s/stephenmead

stIll poInt art gallerY’s current exhibition — Global Portraits —  is viewable in our online gallery 
and will remain a featured exhibition through April 30, 2018. In this issue we feature images from this 
exhibition, but there are many more to see online. Honored artists for this exhibition are:

 “If the likeness of a human 
being consists of an infinite 
number of different images, 
which one of these images 

should we try to capture? For 
me, the answer has always been, 

the image which reveals most 
completely both the exterior 

and the interior of the subject.
Such a picture is 

called a portrait. A true portrait should, today and a hundred 
years from today, be the testimony of how this person looked and 

what kind of human being he was.”   — Philippe Halsman
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Still PointArt Gallery

Global Portraits
Current Exhibition

http://MichaelPageMiller.com
http://michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com
http://rosepalmieriphotography.com
http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolios/s/stephenmead
https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/uploads/exhibitions/NATURE'S%20TEXTURE/


Brenno Baessa  ■  Bobby Baker  ■  Matthew Barron  ■  Anna Belleforte   ■  John Brooks
Ann Calandro  ■  Paul Cotter ■ Diane Drinnon  ■  Bonnie Durrance  ■  Kathleen Fox

Sheldon Goldman  ■  Vera Gubnitskaia  ■  Carrie Jacobson ■ Christina Kionka  ■  Verneda Lights
Stephen Maffin  ■  Stephen Mead  ■  Karl Melton  ■  Karen Merritt  ■  Michael Page Miller

Gaylord Mink  ■  Thu Nguyen  ■  Alfonse Pagano  ■  Rose Palmieri  ■  Hannah Pasedag
Stefynie Rosenfeld  ■  Michael Washburn  ■  Lisa Yamasaki  ■  Elif Yemenici
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Award for BEST IN SHOW — Portfolio
Michael Page Miller

In the Land of the Dragon People 1
acrylic · MichaelPageMiller.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://MichaelPageMiller.com


Award for Uniqueness of Concept and Originality
Michael Washburn

Children of the Killing Fields Everywhere
photograph · michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Award for Exceptional Composition and Design
rose PalMieri

Cuba: Farm House
photograph · rosepalmieriphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://rosepalmieriphotography.com


Award for Distinctive Interpretation of Theme
stePhen Mead

Let Our Hearts Float
photograph · www.absolutearts.com/portfolios/s/stephenmead
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolios/s/stephenmead
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Stephen Maffin · Woman in Cafe
maffinarts.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://maffinarts.com


Lisa Yamasaki · Grandma, Last December
acrylic · lisayamasaki.carbonmade.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://lisayamasaki.carbonmade.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


John Brooks · Vikas, Rajastan, India 
photograph · www.johnbrooksphotography.co.uk
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.johnbrooksphotography.co.uk


Diane Drinnon · Cleaning Lady
photograph · www.dianedrinnon.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://www.dianedrinnon.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Carrie Jacobson · Old Man with Old Hat
oil · jacobson-arts.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://jacobson-arts.com


Kathleen Fox · Traditional Dancer
watercolor
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://stillpointartgallery.com


Thu Nguyen · Winter Night
oil · www.etsy.com/shop/ThuNguyenPaintings
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.etsy.com/shop/ThuNguyenPaintings


Karl Melton · Keb Mo
oil · karlmeltonart.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://karlmeltonart.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


 Bobby Baker · 6th Street Serenade
photograph · www.bobbybaker.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.bobbybaker.com


 Gaylord Mink · Japanese Flute
photograph
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://stillpointartgallery.com


Vera Gubnitskaia · Music in Winter Park
watercolor 
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits



Christina Kionka · Tom
pencil
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://stillpointartgallery.com


Hannah Pasedag · Emerge
photograph · www.instagram.com/everceeee
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.instagram.com/everceeee


Sheldon Goldman · Down But Not Out
acrylic · www.sheldongoldmanartist.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://www.sheldongoldmanartist.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Brenno Baessa · Kendall
acrylic · www.artbaessa.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.artbaessa.com


Verneda Lights · Gullah Me: The Tree Is Me
mixed media · gullahme.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://gullahme.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Karen Merritt · Church Yard
photograph · www.thinkpunkgirl.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.thinkpunkgirl.com


 Bonnie Durrance · Richard Maudsley, Hill Farmer, The Dash, Cumbria, UK
photograph · www.BonnieDurrancePhotography.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://www.BonnieDurrancePhotography.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Elif Yemenici · Untitled
acrylic · www.elifyemenici.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://www.elifyemenici.com


Matthew Barron · Hand Hewn II
photograph · www.lookingglassphotos.me
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://www.lookingglassphotos.me
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Paul Cotter · Streets of Cotija
photograph · paulcotterphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits

http://paulcotterphotography.com


Alfonse Pagano · Troy
photograph · alfonsepaganowork.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://alfonsepaganowork.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com


Ann Calandro · Bus Stop
mixed media
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Current Exhibition
Global Portraits



Anna Belleforte · Elsewhere: The Fairgrounds
mixed media · www.annabelleforte.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2018
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

http://www.annabelleforte.com
http://stillpointartgallery.com
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Ann Calandro, Midnight Composition
from Still Point VII

Carol Gooberman, Coffee Break
from Still Point IX

stillpointartgallery.com
Upcoming Exhibitions — Calls for Artists

https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/index.php?action=gallery&id=32
https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/index.php?action=gallery&id=40
https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/uploads/files/prospectus_entryform_SPX.html
http://stillpointartgallery.com
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Four Freedoms Project

This year, 2018, marks the 75th anniversary of the 1943 
publication of Norman Rockwell’s Four Freedoms 
paintings based on the 1941 State of the Union 
speech by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

The paintings are [left, top to bottom] Freedom 
of Speech, Freedom of Worship, Freedom 

from Want, and Freedom from Fear.

We are delighted to be part of the Four Freedoms 
Project, led by Louis Ebarb, whose work we 
have often featured online and in our journal.

Our participation involves the dedication of our Fall 
2018 online art exhibition and the entire Fall 2018 
issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly to art and writing 
that re-interpret the Four Freedoms for our times. 

The deadline for art submissions is July 1, 2018. 
Online exhibition dates are August 1 to October 
31, 2018. Selected artists will have work in the 

Fall 2018 issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly. 

Regarding writing submissions, we are looking 
for relevant fiction and non-fiction (up to 5,000 
words) and poetry.  The deadline is April 1, 2018.

We hope writers and artists will contribute to this project 
at a most consequential time in our country’s history.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iHKtrirjlY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iHKtrirjlY
http://louisebarb.com/
https://www.stillpointartgallery.com/uploads/files/prospectus_entryform_4Freedoms.html
https://shantiartsllc.submittable.com/submit
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The photograph to the left, by Stefynie Rosenfeld, is part of Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition, 
Global Portraits (see more images from this show on the previous pages and online). The image is titled 
“Seen/Unseen: Shadowed” Each quarter, Vincent Louis Carrella chooses an image from our exhibition to 
inspire a story. He is a careful and provocative storyteller, and at one level, his work points out the many 
possible interpretations there can be about a piece of art. Having had different life experiences and different 
foundations to draw from, each person sees the world in a unique way. Each person sees something different 
in a picture. Each person responds to an image with different thoughts and emotions. Each person is stirred 
or rattled for different reasons. And, each person is uniquely inspired. Here is Vincent’s story — inspired by 
Stefynie’s’ image. What is your story? I’d love to read it . . . info@shantiarts.com.

Want to know the artist’s story of this image? Read about it on page 45.

We’re just skin stretched over bone and every one of us was made in the image of God.

I was dYIng that tIme. I knew It for 
sure. He broke a bottle over my head and 
I could smell the bourbon. I could feel 

its sting in my eyes. It was Farlow again, and 
on that night he was insane. He held me by 
the collar and broke my nose with his fist. He 
told me I was a dead man, and he punctuated 

that remark with a shot to my jaw that made 
me see stars. He worked slow and he hit hard. 
He spared no part of my face but the eyes. He 
said he wanted his face to be the last thing 
I saw on this earth. But it wasn’t to be so. 
Because somebody came along and scared 
him off before he could land that mortal blow. 

The Sound of one hand angel
Vincent Louis Carrella
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Prometheus. That’s what we came to call him. 
The bringer of fire.

He shined like a moonbeam on a wisp of 
summertime. That’s what Almira said about the 
night when he came to her in her time of need. 
She said he was ugly, too, but that the shape of 
a man don’t matter. We’re just skin stretched 
over bone and every one of us was made in the 
image of God.

The first thing I saw were his eyes hovering 
above me like twin moons themselves. He was 
leaning over me just wide-eyed and staring, 
and I tell you, I thought it was the lord himself 
come to take me back home. I could hear him 
talking, but I couldn’t understand his words. It 
was dream-like, his praying over me, and he 
had a deep voice, a full and resonant voice, 
the kind of sound you can feel inside your 
belly, like music in a symphony hall. I didn’t 
know what he was saying, but he called me by 
name. And then he reached out for me with 
this hand, a big, broken-looking thing, yet it 
was soft like a child’s but strong and beautiful, 
and I thought about John Henry then, what 
his hands must have been like. It was a strange 
thought to have in that moment, but the mind 
will go to curious places in times of danger 
and stress. I saw that in Vietnam. But when 
he touched me, I swear to you I felt about as 
high as a man can get on anything fermented 
or extracted from this earth, and believe me 
I’ve tried it all. That hand of his, he had just 
the one. It lifted me up and helped me to 
walk. I didn’t think about it then, his missing 
arm. I was looking at the side of his face. I 
was looking at his skin. He was a tall man with 
a bit of the gangle to him, and his skin was a 
dark shiny brown, like a racehorse in a furious 
sweat. I don’t care what Almira said. I thought 
he was the most beautiful man I ever saw.

He left me in the care of a doctor who he 
paid out of his own pocket to look after me. If 
it wasn’t for that doctor’s sworn assurances I’d 
have never believed in Prometheus at all. The 
doctor, whose name was Purnell, was a kindly 
white man whose specialty was treating the 
indigent and insane. He said I was near death 
when a stranger brought me in. Beyond that he 
could tell me no more, for he had never seen 
the man before that night and swore he’d never 
forget such a face.

At that time I lived in a series of cardboard 
boxes that I would pull apart and reassemble 
into coffin-like enclosures that I’d position 
over heating grates, if I could find them. I 
spent many years on the streets that way, 
and I never slept in the same box twice. 
I used to run with a man who went by the 
name of Telephone and a kid from Toledo 
named Charlie Sacks. Charlie had himself a 
pit bull he called Ranger. That dog saved our 
asses many times. 

There were others out there, living in 
foundation holes and vacant lots beside the 
tracks. Regulars and transients, some I’ve 
known for years. Good people mostly. We 
don’t live in regular houses and we don’t have 
regular jobs, but we’re just like regular folks 
where it counts: inside. Some are true saints, 
like Almira, who’ll help anybody that asks, and 
some are dark and afflicted like Farlow who 
hates the whole world almost as much as he 
hates himself. 

Almira was the type of woman whose age you 
couldn’t guess. She was the wise old sage of 
the forgotten people, which is what she called 
us. She would take care of a man if he was 
sick, and she resolved our petty disputes. That 
woman was a grandmother to us all. One night 
when it was raining in that Biblical way it rains 
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Now that I look back on it, I only thought I was praying 
for him to come back. But what I was really doing was 
praying for something I could believe in again, something 
outside myself that was bigger than that awful world 
I’d been living in, something that might wake me up from 
that terrible dream. But he didn’t come. I don’t know 
how long I prayed, but it was long enough to almost lose 
faith. But I didn’t stop believing.

“This image [page 42] is from an ongoing body of work called Seen/Unseen. This series examines 
ways in which we both reveal and conceal parts of ourselves, and how identity can be disclosed 
despite attempts at camouflage.”  —Stefynie Rosenfeld

in Seattle, some poor fool more wretched than 
any of us beat her senseless and left her to die 
a miserable death alone. And she would have, if 
he hadn’t saved her. She was the second person 
he appeared to, though I use that word as a 
stand-in for one I don’t think exists because he 
didn’t really appear. The way Almira tells it, he 
came to her as a voice, just like he came to me. 
She remembered his eyes like I did and also his 
hand, reaching for her like it was coming down 
from a cloud. Those are her words. He brought 
her to Doc Purnell, too. Purnell described him as 
a tall black man who walked stooped over and 
had the eyes of a Bassett Hound. He said the 
man never spoke a word. 

There were others who spoke of him in the 
months that followed, others who’d seen 
him, and a few who felt the power of his 

touch. At the Mission they spoke of him in 
whispers round the tables, and in the soup 
kitchens there began to float around a name: 
Prometheus. This because there was a fella 
who claimed he came to him one night when 
he was freezing cold and gave him fire. I don’t 
know that man’s name because that’s a story I 
heard second-hand, but the way I heard it was 
that he raised fire right up and out of an oil 
drum where there weren’t any flames before. 
Other folks bore witness to it, including a 
man whose word I trust. Geegan was his 
name, but they called him the Professor on 
the street due to him being a University man 
and a teacher once at some fancy college 
back east. It was Geegan started calling him 
Prometheus. I heard other stories too, stories 
I cannot verify, but I will tell you this: I prayed 
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About three months after that night, just after 
Telephone had gone, I walked myself into a meeting, 
sat down in a chair and listened. I really listened. I 
don’t know what it was about, but I haven’t had a drink 
since. I kept going to the meetings, and when they got to 
talking about God and a higher power, I had no problem 
with it, no problem at all. And that’s the secret, see?

that he’d come around again so I could thank 
him for what he had done for me. I prayed for 
the first time in thirty odd years for reasons 
that I can’t rightly explain. Only I know I felt 
something inside me I never felt before, even 
in my church-going days, brief as they were. 
Now that I look back on it, I only thought I 
was praying for him to come back. But what 
I was really doing was praying for something 
I could believe in again, something outside 
myself that was bigger than that awful world 
I’d been living in, something that might wake 
me up from that terrible dream. But he didn’t 
come. I don’t know how long I prayed, but it 
was long enough to almost lose faith. But I 
didn’t stop believing, and he did come. It was 
Christmas Eve, 1985, when I saw him again. 
I remember that clearly because it was the 
night that Charlie Sacks died. 

That night there was rain. Great sheets of rain. 
We were holed up in a culvert under a road out 
past the Emerald Highway, and it was cold. The 

rain fell in an unbroken torrent that sounded to 
me in my half-sleep like thunderous applause. 
The three of us — Charlie, Telephone, and 
myself — were all huddled together for what 
warmth the living body might provide, with 
that dog curled up with Charlie near the pipe 
opening, me in the middle, and Telephone 
on the inside. There was an arc light out on 
the road above us that buzzed and flickered, 
so that at times I imagined myself in a much 
bigger storm with lightning flashing and peals 
of thunder that were in reality the sounds of 
passing trucks on the road. It was nigh on 
three o’clock in the morning when something 
spooked the dog. Tin can it sounded like. A 
sound out of the past. Some lonely boyhood 
dream. A pop-top soda can that you’d kick all 
the way down the street in the summertime 
when your pals weren’t around. That’s where 
my mind was, half-asleep and deep in my 
memory, back in some Detroit alleyway with a 
nickel in my pocket and a cold Coke bottle in 
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my hand. The next thing I heard was not a good 
sound. It was the high-pitched whine of some 
animal leaving this world suddenly and against 
its will. Ranger. I knew it at once. Somebody 
done killed that dog. The sound it made and 
that realization was almost simultaneous. The 
next thing I know there’s someone on top 
of Charlie with a knife. It was Farlow. He cut 
Charlie down the face and neck with a boot 
dagger so fast there was nothing we could 
do. We were all squeezed in that pipe with no 
place to go but out the other end where the 
embankment dropped off so sheer that you’d 
likely break a leg if you tried it in the dark. But 
Farlow, he was gone as fast as he came. All he 
wanted was to leave a mark on Charlie and 
exact his vengeance upon that dog. 

Charlie was lying there bleeding out from 
a wound on his neck so deep I could see the 
clear reflection of the overhead lamp in the 
black mirror of the blood that pooled there. 
Telephone, he looked down at that boy and 
then up at me with eyes I’ll never forget. That 
look. The whole tragic history of humanity 
written there in his eyes, all the misery and 
waste. No words, no sounds, yet everything 
that was ever written or said.
“He’s dying, Jimmy,” he said. “He’s dying.” 
And I knew it to be true. Because I saw 

his pulse slacken. We could both see that. 
The beating of his heart in the little spurts 
of blood. I knew right then I was no hero, 
no man, no right friend. It was the lowest 
moment of my life. My true bottom had been 
found. Charlie’s eyes were open and he was 
trying to talk.
“Ranger,” he said. 
“I’ll take care of him,” I said. 
But his eyes, they weren’t listening. They 

were so far away. Tin can alleys and puppy dog 

dreams. I knew he was already gone. His life 
had entered that flickering staccato review of 
moments that only made sense to him. And 
then it stopped. I saw his last exhale. A soft 
puff of air and then a stillness beyond stone. 
His blood stopped pulsing and I could see the 
arc light clear as a photograph, a miniaturized 
reflection in his eyes. 
“He’s dead, Jimmy,” Telephone said. “He’s 

dead, he’s dead, he’s dead.” 
He just kept saying it over and over and 

neither one of us moved. There was blood all 
over and Charlie’s eyes were still open and 
shiny. Outside the drain pipe, the air was still 
and it was quiet. And I heard the sound of a 
car race over us on the highway, ka-click, ka-
clack across the road spacers and then we saw 
a shadow pass before the pipe. I thought it was 
Farlow, we both did, come back to finish us, 
too. If it had been, I think I might have just laid 
back and let him slit my throat. But it wasn’t. It 
was Prometheus. Big as he was he crawled into 
the pipe as clean and quiet as a cat. Didn’t say 
a word. Not one word. 

He reached over and put his hand into 
Charlie’s coat, up under the collar. He put his 
hand on his neck and held it there, his hand 
so big it covered the wound entirely. Then 
he shut his eyes and mumbled some words. 
I couldn’t make out all of what he said, he 
was whispering, but he addressed the Lord 
directly, as if he was seated right there beside 
him. 
“Dear Jesus, don’t stop me now,” he said. 
With his one hand, he staunched the gash 

on Charlie’s neck, and with that voice of his, he 
spoke to him like a lazy child who overslept on 
Sunday morning. 
“Come on, Charlie,” he said. “You can hear 

me. You can feel me too. I know you can.” 
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I sat there a long time before I realized he left his 
Bible on the table. I’ve been holding it for him . . .

I looked at Telephone and he looked at me, 
and I could tell by the look in his eyes he was 
thinking the same thing as me. Is this a dream? 
Is this even happening? But then we heard 
the sound. A gasp is what it was, and it came 
from Charlie. He coughed twice, and then he 
blinked his eyes. And Prometheus, he smiled, 
and he looked at us, but he didn’t say nothing, 
not to us. But he spoke to Charlie.
“That’s it, son,” he said. “You breathe the 

sweet air again.” 
He removed his hand from under his coat and 

there was no more blood and the wound had 
closed. Charlie was breathing but he looked 
tired and after a minute he shut his eyes.
“He’ll sleep for awhile,” the big man said. 

“But he’ll wake up thirsty and sore. Keep him 
warm and make sure he rests. Tell him I’m sorry. 
I couldn’t do nothing for his dog.” 

Then he backed out of the drain pipe and 
vanished in the rain. 

We never spoke of that night, not to anyone 
and not to each other. The next morning we 
buried Ranger while Charlie slept, and the 
whole time we were digging we never spoke 
a word. We didn’t even look at each other. 

Charlie never brought it up. Later, if other 
folks spoke about Prometheus we’d turn to 
each other, and our minds would meet for a 
moment inside that drainpipe. But that was it. 
Telephone moved on. He went south to Frisco 
and Charlie got himself a job working with 
young folks, troubled kids who lost their way. 

About three months after that night, just after 
Telephone had gone, I walked myself into a 
meeting, sat down in a chair and listened. I 
really listened. I don’t know what it was about, 
but I haven’t had a drink since. I kept going 
to the meetings, and when they got to talking 
about God and a higher power, I had no 
problem with it, no problem at all. And that’s 
the secret, see? But you can’t tell nobody who 
don’t want to believe. 

Years later I saw him again. I was in a coffee 
shop talking to this young man whose life was a 
chaos of lies and denial. I looked up at the door 
because I heard the bells jingle, and I saw him 
walk in. He sat down at a table on the other side 
of the room and nursed a cup of coffee with a 
Bible in front of him that was about the most 
beat-up volume of scripture I’d ever seen. Its 
pages were marked with hundreds of scraps of 
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. . . for when I meet him again. I carry it with me 
everywhere now so I can be ready for that moment.

colored paper, and I could see his lips moving 
as he mouthed the words to some passage he 
fancied. When my young friend left, I walked 
over to his table and sat down without asking for 
an invitation. He didn’t seem to mind. He smiled 
at me but he didn’t speak. He just looked at me 
like he’d been waiting for me to show up at that 
very time and location for years.
“We met before,” I said to him. But he just 

nodded his head and stared into my eyes. 
“I wanted to say thank you,” I said. “For what 

you did that night. And for Charlie.”
He closed his Bible and took a sip from his 

cup. He looked at me for a long time.
“I didn’t do anything,” he said. 
“You sure as hell did,” I said. “You saved his 

life. And mine.”
He looked at me like I was crazy. I thought he 

was going laugh. But he didn’t. He tapped on 
his Bible instead with his long black fingers on 
that one big hand.
“That power does not reside in me,” he said. 
He got up to leave, but I stopped him. When 

he closed his Bible I reached out and stayed 
his hand. 
“They call you Prometheus,” I said. “Out there 

in the streets.”

“Do they?” he said, and he smiled. “Now I 
know why half my liver is gone.”
“Wait,” I said. “What is your name?”
“My mother called me William,” he said. “My 

father called me Bill.”
“What happened to your hand, Bill?”
I don’t know why I asked him. It just came out 

of me and I regretted asking it. But he didn’t 
seem to mind.
“A man took it,” he said. “A man took it in a 

war.”
Now, me being a combat veteran myself, I 

couldn’t help it. He looked about my age so 
I figured I’d ask him. It’s what we do to honor 
each other and cement the bond.
“Where’d you serve, soldier?” I said.
“I serve right here, soldier,” he said. “I serve 

right here.”
And he turned and walked out of the 

coffee shop. I heard the door jingle, and 
I watched him pass by the windows, a big 
black shadow, and then he was gone. I sat 
there a long time before I realized he left 
his Bible on the table. I’ve been holding it 
for him, for when I meet him again. I carry it 
with me everywhere now so I can be ready 
for that moment. �
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“When I was a little girl I would lay in a dark room, curtains drawn on the one 
stream of light from a nearby window.  I would reach up to the stream of slow 
moving dust particles just above my head gently poking and changing their path 
as I drift into a dream.  Today, I still find myself chasing the light.  A fleeting 
illumination that lies just beyond my grasp.”

Diane Powers

Touching Windows with Qu iet Hands
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Diane Powers

“Much of my work draws on memory, 
literature, music or the ache of longing, with 
the feminine playing an ever-present role. 
I’m drawn to the gestures that women make. 
The language of a hand or an extending 
neck that speaks to you from behind. There 
seems to be a more general mystery to 
female emotional expression.”
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Diane Powers

“I’m drawn toward photographers who 
convey their emotion through metaphysical 
meaning and symbolism. This informs my 
perceptions of people and the way I see the 
world.  This has encouraged me to break 
a few rules and to see beyond traditional 
imagery.”
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Diane Powers

“The medium of photography has become for 
me a way to express those fragments where 
words elude me; it is a more subtle way to obtain 
emotional truth.”
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“For me the process of making photographs is a lot like 
painting. I like to wash a virtual canvas of almost all the 
light and then redeposit it slowly here and there, drawing 
from my memory of the darkroom only slightly.  I sometimes 
mix digital and analogue and even shoot some of my prints 
using a mobile phone.  In recent years I’ve explored using 
the diptych form, combining and playing two images against 
each other. 

“The magic is in seeing the transformation and realizing the 
story in the final image.”
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“Sally Mann once said, ‘This is not an eidetic memory; this is the way our 
minds recall and our hearts remember. They have a misty kind of luminosity, 
perhaps the mists of time or the forgiving scrim of recall.’  This resonates 
with me and the little girl who looked to the light for dreams.”
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A pair of scales hangs from her right hand and glints in 
light that slants down from an upper window. The woman 
regards the balance. She waits for it to come to rest so she 
can weigh her treasures. It is a moment, art critics agree, 
that is both immediate and timeless.

Woman Holding a Balance, the 
small, luminous portrait painted 
by Johannes Vermeer around 1664, 

had long been Catherine’s favorite work of 
art. Her visits to it grounded her in tranquility 
and harmony. They also transported her to 

a private chamber of the Dutch Golden Age, 
where a woman stood in the light cast by a 
casement window, a figure caught on the cusp 
of both repose and purposefulness. On this 
autumn afternoon in 2017, Catherine again 
stood before the painting at the National 

Woman Holding 
a Balance

gail Tyson
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Gallery. For the first time it brought her face 
to face with the weight and balance of her 
own actions. 

Catherine had woken one recent morning 
startled by a question: Did her career of the last 
twenty years have any value, or had she wasted 
time she could have put to better use? Twelve 
months had passed since her contract work 
dwindled to nothing. Until now, self-doubt 
had not left room for doubting her livelihood. 
Her unexpected question dogged her to the 
breakfast table. 
“I can’t believe I spent the last twenty years 

of my life branding colleges and universities,” 
she blurted to her husband. Coffee scalded 
her throat. “Could I have done anything more 
trivial?”

Her mild bookish Jeffrey raised his eyebrows.
“I’m glad I helped people communicate 

more clearly,” she admitted. “Maybe I’m 
disenchanted by the whole business of image. 
Good Lord, too many people today think they 
need a personal brand.”

Catherine had not been ready to stop 
working. When her career collided with middle 
age, her contract employer cut her loose. 
Did collegiate administrators associate the 
glossy images and saucy taglines of branding 
campaigns with younger consultants? The 
head of the marketing firm — seven years 
Catherine’s junior — believed their clients 
preferred intensity and sparkle to Catherine’s 
steadiness.

Long flights, focus groups, and Skype 
presentations no longer preoccupied 
Catherine’s days and nights. She could spend 
time with her beloved painting whenever she 
wanted. Her contemplation of it had always 
filled her with peace. Today it unsettled her.

The composition remained the same: A 
solitary female, dressed in fur-trimmed lapis 
blue and lemon yellow, stands at a table strewn 
with strands of pearls, a gold chain, a few coins, 
and an open jewelry chest. A pair of scales 
hangs from her right hand and glints in light 
that slants down from an upper window. The 
woman regards the balance. She waits for it to 
come to rest so she can weigh her treasures. 
It is a moment, art critics agree, that is both 
immediate and timeless.

As Catherine waited with the Dutch vrouw, 
she knew her work ethic had tipped the scales 
in her own life. Did the picture-within-the-
picture — the shadowy Last Judgment on 
the wall behind the woman — provoke her 
uneasiness? That eternal reckoning, combined 
with the real-time calculation about to occur 
with the balance, ever so slightly undermined 
her faith in fast-paced productivity. This 
portrait was so still. In its stillness, it seemed 
almost unbearably aware of the fullness of a 
centuries-old moment, of a woman engaged 
in a commonplace deed on an ordinary day, 
a day and a deed suffused with astonishing 
luminosity of color and purity of form.

Catherine sat down abruptly. The gallery 
guard watched her small hands grip the 
wooden bench, her reddish-gold bob obscure 
her face as she bent over. Was she going to 
pass out? The petite figure straightened, her 
features resolute. The guard turned away. 

Catherine sat erect, but her gut roiled with 
shame . . . shame for the busyness of her career 
that drained her energy and diverted too much 
of her attention from the needs of friends, her 
husband, family. Why had she thrown herself so 
completely into her work? A memory fluttered. 
To some iconologists, the woman holding 
the balance prepares, symbolically, to weigh 
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unborn souls. That footnote from art history 
jarred loose a scene from her own history. Two 
decades ago, she married her soulmate. Her 
only disappointment: at forty-two, Jeffrey 
declared he was past the point of fatherhood. 
His resistance seemed to be a manageable 
heartache in a field of such exquisite, 
unexpected marital bliss. After all, she had 
felt deeply ambivalent about childbearing and 
child-rearing since adolescence. It just seemed 
like drudgery.

That was until perimenopause stunned her 
with the irrevocable finality of her acquiescence. 
One night her husband found her weeping over 
the loss of the possibility of having their child.
“This is my problem,” Catherine told him, 

apologetic and angry at her loss of self-control. 
“I always wanted too much.”

Jeffrey looked at her with sadness. “Perhaps,” 
he said, “I didn’t want enough.”

Alone in the gallery, Catherine thumbed 
her wedding ring, an unconscious, always 
comforting gesture. Looking at the painting, 
she concentrated on the pigments ground by 
the artist’s hand. Crushed from semi-precious 
lapis lazuli, the ultramarine draped and massed 
into cloth on the table’s near corner; the fabric 
crumpled messily, as if to assert that a lifetime’s 
energy and complexity would naturally spill 
over. Vermeer had sown light within lead-tin 
yellow of the woman’s dress, and vermilion 
of the linen curtain and the silk lining of the 
jewelry box. For the pearls, he first rounded 
each lustrous sphere with a thin grayish 
undertone, then highlighted their graduating 
size with beads of brilliance. Rosaries of light, 

Catherine had read how the painter inserted a pin, 
with a string attached, into the canvas at the woman’s 
fingertips: the exact vanishing point. He then stretched 
the string in multiple directions to correct the linear 
perspective. She yearned to perceive her own underlying 
order that systematically. She wished the light of reason 
could define the proportion of her past and future.

Woman Holding a Balance 
at the National Gallery of Art
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she reflected, illuminating that shadowy corner 
like prayer. Translucence suffused this entire 
scene. Art historians described it “as if blended 
from the dust of crushed pearls.” (art critic Jan Veth, 

1908)

Compare this, she snorted, to the visual 
iconography of a brand identity: marks or 
symbols — think Apple or Target — color, 
imagery, and design calculated to forge an 
emotional connection. Her presentations 
to clients about their brand’s purpose — to 
differentiate their school and promote 
loyalty — now seemed shallow and pompous. 
Much like that creative director early in 
Catherine’s career who would keep the 
marketing team up late, conceiving custom 
names for a project’s color palette. For one 
Pantone swatch, purple wasn’t good enough. 
Neither was heliotrope, hyacinth, damson, 
plum, or raisin. At 3 a.M. the woman finally 
growled her chosen vowels à la français: 
aubergine. 

Catherine’s command of herself in such 
situations accumulated like layers of paint. Her 
exhausting first job and her shaky first marriage 
lay heavy on the canvas of her past. Those 
memories were dense as impasto; they still rose 
like dough, insisting she pay attention. They 
baffled her. It was hard to claim any relationship 
with her younger incarnation, the immature 
perfectionist who often sabotaged herself. 

Only after she met Jeffrey did she paint in 
her life with a lighter touch, much like Vermeer 
wielded thin glazes. Glazing over intense 
colors — madder lake, raw ochre, verdigris — he 
skimmed them with luminescence. Risky, he 
knew; colors could vary subtly from one day 
to the next. Catherine was forty-three, the 
age of Vermeer when he died, before she 
took many risks. Her husband’s nurturing had 

persuaded her to trust her instincts. Defenses 
dismantled, she felt more transparent but also 
more vulnerable. Criticism and rejection could 
bring her to tears.

Later, she learned to cure her raw sensitivity 
in dry wit. Last year she confessed to a younger 
colleague that being spun off from the business 
was a hard turn.
“But you made the turn!” replied her associate.
Catherine grimaced. “Yes, but there is always 

another turn.”
Scumbles, Vermeer’s third technique, 

involved applying thin coats of opaque color 
to soften or dull the edges of forms. Catherine 
long scumbled the sharp edges of her losses. 
Purging her office of strategic plans, creative 
briefs, marketing materials, she blunted her 
distress. Daily, she grazed herself against the 
suspicion she had wasted two decades.

If she had her life to do over, she told Jeffrey, 
she would choose to be a nurse.

Puzzled, he countered, “But you’re so 
creative.”

Truth is, her mind works like a pinball 
machine, better at synthesizing concepts than 
executing orders. Close friends who were 
nurses definitely thought more methodically. 
But she would have been proud to be a healer.

If only she could achieve perspective on her 
life in a measured way, like Vermeer’s approach 
to the geometry of this painting. Catherine 
had read how the painter inserted a pin, with a 
string attached, into the canvas at the woman’s 
fingertips: the exact vanishing point. He then 
stretched the string in multiple directions to 
correct the linear perspective. She yearned 
to perceive her own underlying order that 
systematically. She wished the light of reason 
could define the proportion of her past and 
future.
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She pondered the Dutch housewife. A mirror hung 
above the table reflected the woman’s serene equanimity. 
Is that what she is here to understand? That in every 
moment of waiting, the balance she sought is always 
within reach? Or just beyond?

Light caressed Vermeer’s pearls. Times 
most precious to Catherine now are the hours 
spent with friends. She had to sequester that 
pleasure for two decades; work absorbed 
so much energy. A trace of sachet rose as a 
drawer slid open in her imagination: lingerie, 
never worn, still swathed in tissue, found in 
women’s dressers after their deaths. Is this a 
pattern peculiar to the feminine psyche or 
just her generation? Women her age often 
postponed essential pleasures, too busy 
proving themselves to others. That might have 
been Catherine’s primary occupation.

For the twenty years she proved her worth, 
her nearby friends got used to her being away. 
Business took her often to California; her longtime 
friends there enjoyed their weekends together. 
Now she no longer makes the three-thousand-
mile trip from Washington, D.C., and they did not 
seem to miss her. Regret over friendships grown 
distant had become part of her, like chronic pain. 
Lived with long enough, would regret recede? 
Surprise her one day by its absence?

Her career did have a luster like pearls. Hard 
gems formed in soft flesh, pearls shine, she 
knew, with coatings of nacre, a fluid that oysters 
produce when a parasite invades. Multiple 
microscopic mineral layers flow, overlap, and 

harden into orbs around the intruder. Crystalline 
structure refracts iridescence from within. Each 
crystal signature, ridged and swirled, is unique 
as a fingerprint. Equally resilient.

As if from afar, Catherine apprehended the 
composition of her life. When she was young, 
she thought there was one shining place in life 
that only she could fill. Every course of action she 
had followed with a pure heart; at this moment 
it seemed as if each choice had diminished 
the next. These days she had plenty of repose. 
Where was her purpose? Redemption, to her 
working-class forebears, lay in earning her 
keep. What would save her now?

In the middle of the empty gallery, in the 
middle of her life, she waited. If she waited 
long enough, the painting might reveal how 
to balance all the time she had wasted and any 
time she had left. She pondered the Dutch 
housewife. A mirror hung above the table 
reflected the woman’s serene equanimity. Is 
that what she is here to understand? That 
in every moment of waiting, the balance 
she sought is always within reach? Or just 
beyond?

Maybe the younger, wiser version of herself on 
the canvas had solved this mystery. Catherine 
would have to live with the ambiguity. �
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Mark Wyatt will be teaching 
an online workshop on the 
Art of Street Photography 
starting April 16 for six 
weeks. More information is 
on our website.

 Bombay, India, 1980

 San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, 2016
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“I have been photographing the unfamous on 
the streets of wherever I happen to be since the 
1980s.	Having	started	with	black-and-white	film	and	
entranced by the stain and smell of Dektol and humid 
dankness of the darkroom, I was later slow to adjust 
to the sterile world of digital, but I am now sanitized. 
And,	as	it	was	then	with	film,	so	it	continues	today	
in digital: each image is uncropped and processed 
only to the extent that most faithfully reproduces 
what the camera saw at the moment the shutter 
was tripped.”  • mwwyatt.wordpress.com

Mark Wyatt

PORTFOLIO

https://www.shantiarts.co/workshops/workshops_register_wyatt_street.html
http://mwwyatt.wordpress.com


 Bombay, India, 1980

 San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, 2016

 Tangier, Morocco, 2016

 San Francisco, 2017
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“The Family of Man was the original 
inspiration and the line that runs from 
here back to it is pretty straight and 
unbroken. It was street photography 
then, and so it still is. Humanity is 
infinitely	 interesting.	 Culturally,	 it’s	
impolite to stare at the real thing, or 
even to glance at it for more than 
a moment. Street portraits are the 
next best thing. When true emotion is 
captured spontaneously and displayed 
on a page or screen, it can be freely 
and unabashedly examined, and the 
connections to the subject are granted 
the time to be understood. This is the 
precious gift of photography.”

Street Portraits

https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/2429


 Istanbul, Turkey, 1980

 Kathmandu, Nepal, 1980

 Lisbon, Portugal, 1980

Bauquan, China, 1995 
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Mark Wyatt

“The images in this portfolio come from thirty-
five years of wandering city streets. Each is an 
uncropped narrative, as close as possible to what 
the camera and I saw at the moment the shutter 
opened.”



 Paris, France, 1980  Paris, France, 1980
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Street Portraits

“The walls of the chamber where all of 
humanity’s	 history	 is	 archived	may	 be	
covered with potent and memorable 
images of war and famine and politics 
and religion, but covering every inch of 
floor between those walls and stacked 
up to the ceiling are snapshots of the 
everyday existence that dominates 
our	 reality.	The	narrative	of	mankind’s	
past is represented by the punctuated 
events that populate headlines, but 
the true stories that reveal who we are 
evanesce with every breath into quiet 
obscurity.”



 Turin, Italy, 2014  Donastia, Spain, 2016 Venice, Italy, 2014
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Mark Wyatt

“While the output of street photography may be artistic, 
its process is chaotic and unpredictable, impulsive and 
instinctive rather than planned or calculated. That is not 
to say that it is not intentional. The scene just erupts 
so quickly and often unexpectedly that a composition 
is	 grabbed	 rather	 than	 created.	 The	 result	 is	 final	 and	
permanent. If the intended image was missed by a fraction 
of a second or a fraction of an angle, then it was missed 
entirely, and it was missed forever. As a result, the street 
photographer	 suffers	 recurring	 disappointment.	 But	
then also as a result, successful images — the ones that 
truly capture what was imagined and intended — are 
precious, and trigger vivid internal celebrations for both 
the photographer and the audience.”



 Tianjin, China, 1995

 China, 1996

 New York City, 2015
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 Hainan Island, China, 1996  San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, 2016

 Calcutta, India, 1980
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Mark Wyatt

“The camera, being the reliable little 
piece of machinery that it is, is always 
ready to capture the perfectly timed 
and composed shot. Its role in each 
performance often lasts no more than 
a second: the shutter is pressed, the 
autofocus	 adjusts,	 the	 software’s	
exposure is set, and the image is 
captured and stored. The photographer 
runs ahead of the image, scanning the 
immediate future for it. But in the end, 
it’s	 that	 singular	 second	when	 the	 two	
come together that creates the image . . .  
nothing more.”



 San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, 2016

 Calcutta, India, 1980  San Francisco, California, 2015

 San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, 2016
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Street Portraits

“The scene that is the perfect street photograph 
happens an incomprehensible number of times 
every	 moment.	 The	 photographer’s	 mission	 is	
to	arrive	just	in	time	to	save	one	of	them.	It’s	an	
event that lasts one second, but the preparation 
for it seems to have taken months, if not years.”



St. Sacerdos' Pear Tree in Spring
74  |  Still Point Arts Quarterly  



I arrived in Sarlat on a Friday afternoon of a mild 
spring day. The landscape had narrowed into that 
intimate forested and limestone-cliffed world I loved. 
Red poppies and little purple wildf lowers grew out 
of the crevices and waved as the train rushed by. 
The fields and trees were in a fresh green dress of 
multiple shades and the contours so easily seen in 
winter from bare trees were now covered in a thick 
rolling verdant blanket.

I was walkIng north out of SArlAT 
to a little village. It was all uphill and 
green with rolling fields and oak forest. 

I saw a church at the top, and in that 
moment I heard a whisper: look for the 
dancing six-petal flower. A pulsating image 
of an animated flower flashed in my mind 
and was gone.

What?
I woke suddenly to find myself in the thick, 

dark gray of coastal southern New Jersey 
in winter. It was wet, windy, and cold, but 
though the sun had not yet risen, I still felt 
the warmth of the soft sun and the cheer 
of that green hillside. It had been very real, 
even if now I knew it occupied a place in my 
dreamer’s imagination, a place of fantasy, 
because in that first winter in southwestern 
France, I had never walked north of Sarlat, 
only south. To the north was unexplored 

Writer, anthropologist, and self-professing nomad Beebe Bahrami knows 
that walking and exploring are paramount to her sense of connection to 
the earth. One of her explorations took her to a small fishing village in 
northwestern Spain and a much-anticipated chance to walk once again 
but on new tributaries the pilgrimage route of the Camino de Santiago. 
But it was a side trip to Sarlat in southwestern France, a place called “the 
Frenchman’s paradise” by author Henry Miller, that unexpectedly gave 
Bahrami much to explore and enjoy as the region worked its way into 
the author’s heart. A travel narrative and memoir, Café Oc will delight 
readers with its tantalizing descriptions of French foods and wines, walks 
through the countryside, visits to the prehistoric painted and engraved 
caves, and the warm and welcoming people in the Dordogne region of 
France. It will also take them along a path of serendipity and magic, and 
a meditation into how we are pulled by the desire for home. 

This is an excerpt from Cafe Oc: A Nomad’s Tales of Magic, Mystery, and 
Finding Home in the Dordogne of Southwestern France (Shanti Arts, 2016). 

more information 
about this book

buy now on amazon

reader reviews

Returning
Beebe Bahrami

all photographs by Beebe Bahrami
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TRAVEL

http://www.northofthedordogne.com/sarlat.php
https://www.shantiarts.co/uploads/files/BAHRAMI_CAFE.html
https://www.shantiarts.co/uploads/files/BAHRAMI_CAFE.html
https://www.amazon.com/Cafe-Oc-Mystery-Dordogne-Southwestern/dp/1941830412/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1518013996&sr=1-4&keywords=beebe+bahrami&dpID=51szjx0hGNL&preST=_SY344_BO1,204,203,200_QL70_&dpSrc=srch
https://www.amazon.com/Cafe-Oc-Mystery-Dordogne-Southwestern/dp/1941830412/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1518013996&sr=1-4&keywords=beebe+bahrami&dpID=51szjx0hGNL&preST=_SY344_BO1,204,203,200_QL70_&dpSrc=srch#customerReviews


territory, as was the aching longing in my heart 
each time I thought of Sarlat.

I lay in bed and stared at the ceiling, wide 
awake now while those whispered words 
reverberated in my ears. Look for the dancing 
six-petal flower. Who had said them? My 
subconscious dreaming mind? Why would it 
say that?

I delayed getting out from under the warm 
covers and did the math. It was now just over 
a year since my winter in Sarlat, but Sarlat and 
that feeling of homecoming had never left me. It 
haunted me from the moment I departed. Back 
in Spain, then back in 
New Jersey, the pull was 
still there when awake 
and then again in my 
dreams. But this dream 
was the most vivid and 
the least understandable. 
I was beginning to take 
these vivid dreams more 
seriously ever since the 
one of Cédric. They were 
rare occurrences but were 
clearly different from the 
usual night inventories 
that organize our subconscious mind. 

This dream beckoned me to take action: to 
explore north of town and look for an animated 
flower. Six petals. Was there a village there with 
a church on the hill? It was time to find out. I 
threw off the covers, shielded from the rush of 
cold air by the warm cloak of hope and return.

Since that magical winter in Sarlat, the year 
had unfurled into spring, summer, fall, and 
winter again. I had traveled some more for 
writing work but was resettled back in the 
remote, offseason, gray shore of southern New 
Jersey seeking to increase my writing revenues 

and looking for editorial and consulting gigs. 
The semi-nomadic temperament had been of 
necessity dormant but still tossed and turned 
in its sleep.

As a solitary writer, southern New Jersey 
is a good place to get a lot of work done, 
with its quiet and stunningly beautiful — in 
a dark, moody manner — slate blue winter 
ocean and dramatic, beach-pummeling 
northeastern storms. That quiet winter also 
delivered a barrage of sunny letters from 
friends in Sarlat who remembered me from 
the prior winter. They all signed off with: when 

are you coming back? 
It wasn’t just the letters, 
but they sealed the deal. 
The cathedral, Saint 
Sacerdos, would beckon 
me in my imagination 
with her Tibetan bowl 
bells. The little red-
breasted bird would sing 
from the other shore of 
the Atlantic, reminding 
me as he puffed out 
his orange belly and 
stuck his proud elegant 

beak into the air that he lived only in Europe, 
making special appearances at Lascaux. And 
the uncanny and deeply delicious sense of 
that perfect blend of my American and Iranian 
self when I was in Sarlat, fully using all my 
cultural sensibilities, rather than quieting one 
or another, whispered longingly in my ear. I 
knew I had to go back and soon.

Then. All the doubts. Tumbled. In. Could I 
direct my writing efforts, my pitches to editors, 
my vision of bigger works in that direction and 
successfully make it happen? And then what? 
How would Miles and I work this out? Where 
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would we live? Then back to the original 
nagging question: how could I make this work 
with my work? How could I pay for it?

As I sipped my coffee at the kitchen table 
that morning of the dancing-flower dream, my 
mind spun in circles like a dog trying to find 
his comfort spot on a lumpy cushion. It might 
have been my silence and the out-to-lunch 
expression on my face that prompted Miles 
when he walked into the kitchen to closely 
study me and, astute surfer that he is, read the 
surf report hovering over my head. He then 
did what he does best for me. He disengaged 
the overly analytical spinning in my head by 
saying the unexpected: “Why don’t you plan 
a trip to Sarlat in the spring and just show up? 
You can see on the ground what to write about 
and then pitch from there. You have a laptop 
and Le Chardon has internet. Work from there. 
Just go. Find out. Take a chance.”

My jaw dropped. How did he know I was 
thinking about Sarlat? And how splendid. Just 
go. Take a chance. What a remarkable man. As 
his own independent film and writing work kept 
him more stateside or took him to Berlin and 
Lisbon, he still supported my love for Sarlat, a 
place somewhere in between.

Miles’ family has been in America for many, 
many generations. His background is mixed 
European, family members from the distant past 
having come from Wales, Scotland, England, 
and Germany. Unusual to that muttish tribe, 
he is also fluent in Farsi (Persian), my parents’ 
language, among other languages. This was a 
quirk of personal history from when at school in 
California, having fallen in love with the Persian 
mystical poet Rumi, whose works in translation 
appeared in a book that sat on his landlady’s 
coffee table in Carpenteria. He had decided 
then and there to learn the original language of 

the poet and to read the original music of the 
transcendent poems. When his parents asked 
why he was studying Persian, he said it was one 
of two of the most beautiful languages he’d ever 
heard. The other was French.

Indeed, French and Persian are related 
as members of the same Indo-European 
language family and have several cognates, 
as do English and Persian. While it is written 
with the Arabic script, and because of the 
advent of Islam and Arab influence in Persia, 
Persian absorbed a lot of Arabic words into 
its portfolio, but it is still an Indo-European 
language and one that English speakers 
would find familiar in grammatical structure 
and cognates. To me, it sounds like French 
and Polish pressed together.

Miles then added in response to his parents’ 
question that he also wanted to study a 
language from a part of the world that would 
not show up on the cover of Time magazine.

He was serious. That was just before 1978, 
when all hell broke loose in the Persian-
speaking worlds of Iran, Afghanistan, and 
the Persian-speaking Soviet satellites edging 
toward independence, like Tajikistan and 
Uzbekistan. He rose to the occasion anyhow, 
and he went and found out. After book 
studies in graduate school, he decided 
to take leave and volunteered for several 
months as the director and interpreter at a 
medical clinic for refugees in Chitral on the 
border of Afghanistan and northwestern 
Pakistan. He saw hundreds of thousands of 
Afghans fleeing the Soviet occupation of 
their home as he helped doctors from France 
and America administer to burns, bullets, 
shrapnel, trauma, and depression. He knows 
life is short, and we must seek our bliss when 
and where we can.
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At our wedding in Colorado, he recited lines 
from Rumi’s mystical poetry in Persian as a 
part of our wedding vows, and the Iranians in 
attendance sighed one collective, appreciative 
sigh. They hadn’t seen that coming from the 
mouth of a north man.

So, with the dreams, the inner knowing, and 
the final push from Miles, I set to work and 
planned a return in the spring, a just-show-
up-and-find-out first spring to follow my first 
winter fifteen months earlier.

By the end of April, I was off. I went with the 
thick and anxious hopes that I hadn’t over-
idealized that place and those people with 
whom I’d associated homecoming. I landed 
in Paris and took a train south through 
yellow mustard fields and red poppies in 
bloom. I was in a dreamy state; I was really 
going back.

A dapper elderly man sat across from me 
in the train car and delicately ate his lunch 
sandwich, lightly dabbing the corners of 
his mouth with his napkin. He ordered an 
espresso from the passing lunch cart. He 
sipped it with an extended pinky. He lulled 
me back into my idealization of splendid 
French culture where everything was done 
with grace. I was back, I was back, I was back. 
I wiggled my toes and ordered an espresso, 
too, because jetlag was beginning to fog 
the edges of my brain, and I also wanted to 
participate in his lunch culture.

A few minutes after we’d both finished our 
coffees, the elegant man delicately brushed 
sandwich crumbs from his lap and then 
proceeded to navigate the interior of his nose 
with his index finger for long drawn out minutes 
and flicked what he’d scored onto the floor.

Arrrrgh.
That popped me swiftly back to reality. I 

stopped wiggling my toes and pulled my 
feet back. I told myself to be prepared for 
the possibility of going back to Sarlat and 
discovering that it had all been a beautiful 
winter dream now overtaken by nose pickers. I 
braced myself. So much rode on this return: if 
successful, my whole life would change; if not, 
I’d plunge into a deep depression and float 
anchorless into outer space.

I arrived in Sarlat on a Friday afternoon of a 
mild spring day. The landscape had narrowed 
into that intimate forested and limestone-
cliffed world I loved. Red poppies and little 
purple wildflowers grew out of the crevices and 
waved as the train rushed by. The fields and 
trees were in a fresh green dress of multiple 
shades, and the contours so easily seen in 
winter from bare trees were now covered in a 
thick rolling verdant blanket.

At last the train slowed and crossed over the 
high aqueduct-like bridge over Sarlat, linking the 
hard-to-nail-down hills together and offering a 
bird’s eye view of the town tucked into so many 
crevasses and forests. She was a long and 
elegant yellow stone woman adorned in rubies 
and sapphires and wrapped in a velvet green 
cape. I sighed like the Iranians at our wedding.

Nadiya was on the train platform waiting for 
me. She had on a big grin. Le Chardon, she 
said, was all mine while I was there. “I knew 
you would come back. You dream, you do,” 
she said, launching immediately into her skill 
of dropping loaded one-liners disguised as 
chitchat.

Before settling into Le Chardon, perhaps 
to intensify the sweetness of homecoming 
with delay, Nadiya treated me to coffee at 
her pink café, now decorated with more 
burgundy tones as if coming down to earth. 
Or had I remembered wrong? Was I coming 
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more down to earth? The same kaleidoscope 
of sweets was offered and we snacked on 
dark-chocolate-covered ginger strips with 
our coffee as Nadiya told me that Aidan was 
in town for the month and that I’d dine with 
them tonight. She was going to prepare a 
traditional northern Thai meal. She then left 
me with the key and I walked to the cathedral 
square to open the door to Le Chardon and a 
new season in Sarlat.

That rush of seeing one’s love after years apart 
swept toward me at the sight of Saint Sacerdos’ 
bell tower and the 
pale blue shutters of 
my studio just half a 
stone’s throw to the 
left. The reminder 
of the dancing six-
petal flower leapt in 
my head. I made a 
mental note to buy a 
topographical map of 
the surrounding area. 
I inserted and turned 
the key to the blue door 
and pushed it open as 
the familiar ancient 
smells rushed to 
embrace me. It was so intense and unexpected, 
that rush of emotions when one’s recall of the 
past collides with the magic of the present, that 
I caught my breath before realizing I needed to 
take a deep gulp and take it all in: the scent of 
both my grandmothers’ immaculate stone and 
plaster walled homes; the smell of sour cherry 
jam stirred into hot black tea; the smell of my 
grandfather’s workshop filled with tools, wood, 
and must; the fragrance of cooking rice and 
baking bread; and the distant melodies of rose 
and jasmine. That feeling was still there, rich 

in olfactory-photo-album-associations, and 
it spoke clearly of that knowing sensation of 
home, of coming home. And I was adding to 
that photo album, enhancing it, by being here.

I took several more deep, refreshing breaths 
in the coolness of the stone, wood, and stucco 
and then made my way up the flights of stairs. 
When I got to the top stair, I stood there for 
a while. Tears of gratitude streamed down 
my cheeks while disbelief permeated the air 
around me. I made an extra high lift of my foot, 
took the last step, and arrived at the door. My 

door, all mine while I 
was here.

I inserted the key. 
Click. And click. And 
entered.

It felt as if I’d never 
left.

The apartment 
seemed to know me 
well. The presence of 
other renters since my 
winter visit evaporated. 
I went into the kitchen 
and pushed open the 
windows over the sink, 
and my friends the 

church bells began to ring their five-in-the-
afternoon chime. I felt the vibration penetrate 
my forehead and heart as I watched sparrows 
pecking at the cathedral’s rooftop terracotta 
shingles for seeds. I noticed for the first time 
a gargoyle in the shape of a sea otter’s head 
with his hands around his mouth as if making a 
proclamation. One of Miles’ favorite animals is 
the sea otter. Just go and find out he shouted 
across the rooftop so I would hear. I have. I 
shall. Thank you. I replied.

Below the birds and the sea otter were 
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Philomena, Bernard, and Bernadette, holding 
their holy trilogy of sacred stories. I waved. 
Even further below, a beautiful woman in 
seventeenth-century dress was performing 
an historical tour of the town. Fleur, La Belle 
Sarladaise. I’d read about her. She enacted 
historical dramas and pulled in tourists to 
play other parts as she took them along on a 
walking tour of the medieval town. Her petite 
body belied her booming bouncer’s voice, and 
with the bells, her dramatic French ricocheted 
off the fifteenth-century walls, tumbled onto 
the modern counter, 
and bounced along the 
ancient floor. I followed 
it and turned toward 
the big room and to 
the Buddha on the 
mantle. Our eyes met. 
We smiled. I went over 
and touched his third 
eye, then mine. “Thank 
you,” I whispered, “for 
fulfilling the promise 
and bringing me back.”

All rituals of return 
but one fulfilled, I 
turned next to the big 
French windows in the room and pulled them 
open. Down below a solitary man sang a 
cappella in front of the cathedral’s entrance 
as dazed visitors strolled about, stunned by 
the ethereal live music as much as by having 
wandered onto the natural set for over fifty 
historical films. Most of the visitors were 
holding hands and smiling silly smiles of total 
contentment knowing that their biggest next 
challenge was to find a café for a glass of local 
wine in the splendor of the medieval plaza.

I was stunned too. I went and looked into the 

mirror over the mantle where the Buddha sat. I 
needed to be sure I was really here, to confirm it 
with physical evidence. I stared back at myself. 
I went back to the big window and took it all in. 
Even with all these many people in town, many 
more than in winter, no one looked up, except 
for the occasional photographer who wanted 
me to oblige him with a French-woman-in-the-
window shot for his slide show back home. I 
obliged. I liked being the token French woman 
in the window. It was the quickest way to 
becoming French and involved no paperwork.

I then went out 
and do the usual first 
things upon arrival: buy 
coffee, milk, and eggs 
for the morning, and 
see if Madame would 
remember me and still 
have that crazy canned 
elixir of wild mushrooms 
in truffle sauce. I 
grabbed a basket that 
Nadiya had left for that 
purpose and closed the 
door.

That rush of the scent 
of plaster, cherries, 

linen, and roses engulfed me. I skipped down 
the stairs. The top one I adjusted for without 
a thought. I might have been whistling. I knew 
with strange certainty, not nose-picker illusions, 
that I was home.

Madame indeed did have the elixir on her 
shelf. She even narrowed her eyes at me as I 
went to pay. I think it meant she was working 
out if she’d seen me before. I then took a 
slow stroll along the main drag that divided 
the medieval town of Sarlat, and wandered, 
window shopped, and tried to control the 
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beaming smile that dominated my face into 
a closer composition of culturally accepted 
dignity and self-respect.

Americans abroad are known for being a 
little too friendly in how quickly we proffer 
smiles to perfect strangers. Cultural guides tell 
us that once we land in France, especially Paris, 
we should wipe the silly, even if democratic, 
smiles off our faces and take control of our 
jaw muscles. But, if they only knew, Iranians 
are even friendlier in their manner with perfect 
strangers. So, when the two cultures come 
together in one person, she has to work extra 
hard at controlling her face muscles in France. 
And both Americans and Iranians love France, 
adore the food, love the culture, and the 
lifestyle. (Iranians also love American culture. 
Just so you know.)

But in Sarlat, I was discovering that more 
locals than expected offered a slight smile as 
they passed along a matter-of-fact bonjour. 
This established a hopeful cultural baseline. 
It told me that just maybe, within reason, my 
goofy, friendly American-Iranian gene might 
get some exercise here. But I still had to reign 
it in.

That night at Nadiya’s, I ate my first meal 
back in the Dordogne: local white asparagus 
with Thai chicken in coconut milk, lemon 
grass, and scallions on a bed of rice and yams. 
Dessert was fresh-picked strawberries. Nadiya 
had cycled to a nearby farm that afternoon 
and picked the asparagus and the strawberries. 
Sometimes, she added, she also liked to forage 
for extra ingredients in the forest, a skill she 
had learned as a child from her grandfather in 
northern Thailand.

As a night cap, seeing my eyes drooping from 
jetlag, Aidan got out a bottle simply labeled 
liqueur inconnue, unknown liquor. 

“This is just the thing,” he explained, as he 
set the bottle on the table, “to digest a rich 
meal and also to cure any future hangover 
headache you might have from all the wine. It’s 
also good for jetlag,” he added to complete 
his case.

I looked at the bottle’s tag that hung around 
the neck. It noted a long list of ingredients 
and a history. I leaned in to read the fine 
print. It explained that since 1826, the Sarlat 
distillery of Tant Mïon had made this elixir. It 
originally had been made for and exported 
to French colonies in the tropics as a cure for 
numerous exotic ailments. Sometime after 
the colonial era ended, the exact recipe was 
lost.

But recently, the distillery found the original 
ingredients, if not the exact measurements, 
and began experimenting, working out 
the best proportions of each spice and 
herb infused into a brandy-like eau de 
vie. It included cloves, nutmeg, cinnamon, 
peppermint, lemon balm, angelica, calamus, 
cardamom, arnica flowers, and wormwood, 
many heavy hitters in the world of medicinal 
and aromatic plants. I was more game to try it 
after reading the list.
“I always drink it after a night of heavy drinking 

and eating,” reasoned Aidan, “and I’ve never 
had a hangover.” He uncorked the bottle and 
poured. The glass glistened with a pale yellow 
liquid. He handed it to me and looked at me 
hard and reminded me that we Americans had 
quite the reputation for drinking. I shot back 
that the Scots seemed to have quite the skill 
for pouring a libation at every turn and never 
leaving a glass empty. He laughed, raised 
his glass, and said in his Scottish accented 
Algerian Arabic, bsmillah! We clinked and he 
threw back his shot of inconnue.
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It was thick, strong, and sweet like heavily 
fortified whiskey that had marinated everything 
from the plant kingdom. I could feel it kill 
everything that ailed me, except jetlag, to 
which it contributed. Before Aidan could cast 
aspersions on the American’s inability to hold 
her unknown liquor, Nadiya got me home in 
time for me to fall hazily into my bed and a 
tomb-like sleep.

Five hours later a shovel scraped ice and 
metal. My eyes flew open. I flicked off any 
last vestiges of jetlag. The fishmonger. The 
fishmonger! I jumped out of bed and ran to 
the window and pushed open the shutters, 
shocking the vendors setting up below with 
my airborne vigor at such an early hour. Clearly, 
l’inconnue had worked. The rush of cool 
spring air was better than splashing water on 
my sleepy face. It was laced with perfume from 
the verdant hills and the thick yellow stone 
warmed by a gentle sun.

The bread baker looked up and smiled — a 
certain sale he knew — and so did the elderly 
man who sold herbs and lettuce from his 
garden, though it was not quite a smile that he 
proffered. Two winters back we’d had a hard 
time comprehending each other. It took five 
minutes of French, Occitan, Spanish, and finger 
pointing to walk away with a bundle of winter 
lettuce and parsley. He’d had a bewildered 
look on his face, perhaps wondering why I 
hadn’t done what other non-fluent visitors 
do: revert to English while pointing fingers. 
But I’d wanted to try out the Occitan, the 
only language he seemed to speak or cared 
to understand, and I also wanted to have an 
exchange with him in a language as close to 
his as possible. He nodded his head toward me 
less with the baker’s anticipation of a customer 
than with a hesitance that suggested I was 

going to torture him while making myself look 
silly. Encore.

I dressed and rushed downstairs. At least they 
remembered me. I pushed open the heavy blue 
door with anticipation, and instead of a gust of 
cold wind rushing in, sweet, succulent, pollen-
laced air danced about. I walked directly into 
spring, rich in colors, fragrances, temperate 
earth, and many, many more people at the 
market. The gray and cold and wind of winter 
were a distant memory on that same square. 
I had opened a door to a warm and colorful 
festival that didn’t die down as the day wore 
on, but simply changed clothes and shoes for 
the shifting times of day. It was a celebration of 
light. I soon learned that in spring nearly, every 
market day flowed into a festival and all the 
festivals centered on food, drink, music, and 
tradition.

Once out on the cobbled stone, I decided 
that bread and lettuce would have to wait. I 
turned right, went straight into the large 
square, crossed it, and bee-lined to the olive 
and spice stand. Jean was there. When he saw 
me, he gave me a huge grin and came around 
the table to give me a bear hug. Petrus, he said, 
was out in the market doing some shopping 
while he held down the stand. I’d likely see her 
if I went looking, so I did. It was like looking 
for a dragonfly in a riotous garden of flowers 
in bloom. Flit, flit, flit. But find her I did, amidst 
an overflowing garden stand of fruit trees and 
flowering bushes that had turned the major 
intersection in the heart of town into a plant 
nursery. She was closely studying a butterfly 
bush when I approached. 
“Dedans! C’est toi!” She let the bush go, 

straightened up, and gave me an energetic 
hug. “We have to celebrate your return. 
Crêpes! On me!” And we were off, she at her 
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tall, long-legged pace, and me double-timing 
it to keep up. We zigzagged past shoppers 
regarding shoes, Provençal tablecloths, 
women’s sweaters, kitchen goods, leather 
works, underwear, fleece jackets for the whole 
family, workers’ plaid shirts, and arrived at a 
small stand in the middle where a young 
woman turned out crepes on a round griddle 
offering a choice of a sprinkling of sugar, a 
hit of honey, or a chocolate-hazelnut spread. 
Once adorned, she folded the round crepe 
into quarters and handed us the triangles. 
We clinked our crepes 
like champagne flutes, 
bit in, and then Petrus 
was off again, munching, 
talking, and laughing.

By the time we finished 
celebrating, Petrus had 
piled me up with market 
foods to take home and 
enjoy for lunch. She then 
insisted I join her at the 
olive and spice stand 
for a cup of ginseng-
licorice tea and a slice of 
homemade walnut cake. 
I went and sat in a chair 
they’d set aside for stand visitors and sipped 
my tea and ate the nutty cake made with 
ground walnuts, whole walnuts, and walnut oil, 
and watched as French, English, and Dutch 
shoppers queued for Petrus’ tapenade.
“I began making it this year,” she said over 

her shoulder. “The processed stuff is horrible 
and expensive. This is the real thing.” At that 
moment, two little girls of five and six arrived 
with their grandmother and requested a taste. 
Petrus handed each child a small tasting spoon 
glistening with ground olives and peppers. They 

both first nibbled the tip like angels and then 
clobbered the rest of the spoon like demons. 
Their eyes lit up with delight. The grandmother 
swiftly ordered 200 grams.

I added my order for tapenade and also 
picked three petites poches of olives and paid 
up just before their market stand swelled with 
even more customers clamoring for tapenade, 
olives, dried fruits, nuts, and spices. I then 
slipped away toward the market throng and 
Petrus called to me a promise that we’d have a 
hike and a farmhouse lunch soon. As I walked 

away, I basked in a warm 
glow, one akin to the 
glow in the eyes of those 
two little girls tasting 
Petrus’ tapenade, that 
affirmed that I had been 
immediately folded back 
into the lives of those 
long ago winter friends 
without skipping a beat 
or having to ease into 
getting to know each 
other again. It was as if 
I’d never left. I now felt 
more fortified to face 
the Oc gardener.

Back in the cathedral square, the Place du 
Peyrou, I warmed up my French by purchasing 
bread from the baker. I then stepped a few 
steps to the side and placed myself across 
the table from Monsieur Oc. He had vibrant 
lettuces, radishes, and herbs arrayed in spring’s 
best just-picked splendor. Having no idea what 
the correct words were in Occitan, I placed 
my request in the best French I could muster 
for two kinds of lettuce — the red leaf and 
the curly green leaf — and a bunch of red and 
white radishes. He looked at me with reticence. 
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As he delayed, I looked to the nearby stand 
of a woman who sold strawberries, a fruit now 
fully in season and arriving in over five different 
varieties. Today she had two kinds: les fraises 
charlottes and les fraises gariguettes. She 
explained that both were fragrant, but that 
the gariguettes were a bit more delicate. 
Charlottes were best for strawberry tarts 
and gariguettes for eating with fresh cream, 
she guided poetically. J’ai eau de la bouche, 
I would have told Philippe le Taxi if he were 
standing next to me. I smiled. I momentarily 
forgot Mr. Oc and 
that he made me 
wait. No, beg.

The charlottes 
looked a lot like the 
strawberries we see 
in the States, only 
their fragrance was 
so strong it was 
hitting me in the 
nose from several 
feet away. The 
gariguettes were a 
whole new creature 
with longer, more 
elegant bodies and 
long, white necks that reached up to the leaves, 
which fanned about like a queen’s crown, while 
those of the charlottes lay flat like a prince’s 
collar. My mood lightened. Come what may 
with lettuces, I would be sure to buy a pint of 
each of the strawberries.

At last, we surmounted the impasse, the 
lettuce gardener stopped ignoring me and 
gave me my greens and radishes, and this time 
with even more: he explained to me how to 
order them, next time, in Occitan. “Listen,” he 
began like a grandfather deciding to patiently 

pass on his wisdom to a young child, “lettuce, 
laitue, in Occitan is lachuga, and radish, radis, 
is rafe.” I nodded. We both managed a smile. 
To him it might have been a minor concession, 
to me, a victory. I thanked him and tenderly 
set the beloved lachuga and rafe into my 
pannier. Food grown with that much awareness 
and love not only tasted better but was richer 
in nutrients. I was sure of it, which was why I 
subjected myself to his test. That, and I got 
to learn Occitan, a language of romance and 
dreams.

I next purchased 
charlottes and 
gariguettes and 
then went on to 
cheeses. First, a 
stop at Our Lady’s 
soft cheeses for 
hockey pucks of 
blessed goat, and 
then the Dutch 
lady’s semi-hard 
truffle cheese, 
plus one washed 
in walnut liquor 
and made by a 
monastery nearby. 

Near her, a man sold homemade dried salamis, 
and I walked away with three varieties: olive, 
pepper, and porcini. 

Nearby, the wine man was offering tastes of 
the whites, the reds, and the rosés. I set my 
swelling basket down and tasted all of them. 

Well stocked with locally grown and made 
food and drink, I took the remaining steps 
in the square to my front door, that beautiful 
French blue door, and hauled my market 
purchases up to Le Chardon. I took pleasure 
in putting foods away, on the counter, in the 
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refrigerator, on the shelf. I glanced at the 
Buddha and smiled and went back out to soak 
up the animated market day. The market in 
spring was proving to be five times larger and 
with ten times more visitors than I recalled 
in winter. It took longer to amble between 
stands and passageways.

 On my second round of the market, pannier 
empty again and along for the ride, I made 
a wider circle toward the craft, clothing, and 
household goods stands set up along the 
main drag, the Rue de la République, la 
traverse. On the way, I stopped quickly at the 
tourist office and picked up any pamphlets 
on events unfolding in the spring, briskly 
slipped them into my pannier without close 
study, and left.

Walking along la traverse, I smelled the 
sweet scent of lilies of the valley, flowers that 
appeared back home a little later than here, 
soon after snowdrops and then grape hyacinths 
pushed their way through winter slumber into 
the growing light of spring. Their fragrance 
reminded me of Miles, who loved to grow 
them in his mother’s back yard in southern 
New Jersey under the skirt of an eastern red 
cedar.

The smell opened my eyes to take in greater 
details, looking for the source. All along the 
street I suddenly saw that there were a lot of 
little kids with their mothers selling fragrant 
bundles of lilies of the valley at stands a 
lot like lemonade stands back home. The 
rich perfume from multiple bundles was so 
delightfully pervasive that before long I too 
was carrying two just-purchased bunches of 
the little white flowers that I had acquired from 
a little redheaded girl with a long, thick braid 
of curly hair. She made her sale by catching 
my attention and beginning a humorous litany 

of all the very good luck with which her lilies 
would grace me if I bought them from her, and 
her alone, and especially if I bought more than 
one bunch.

I stopped to listen to all the reasons her lilies 
offered luck and chanced to learn that lilies 
of the valley in the Périgord were considered 
a sign of well-being, a triumph over winter 
and its gray isolation. To buy them from kids, 
she told me matter-of-factly, was even better 
luck and assured me long life, bien-être, and 
abundance.

I spent the entire day wandering through 
the market, over and over again. It continued 
to reveal its layers and nuances, and I knew 
it always would, no matter how many times I 
passed through it along the same traverse.

I stopped at Vincent’s books as he and a 
client discussed leylines and how to clear bad 
energy from living spaces. It was a next chapter 
to the winter’s energy grids. This time it 
involved a pendulum and clearly-set intentions, 
not copper wires.

When I finally went home late in the afternoon, 
still not tired of the market but feeling the 
edge of jetlag returning, I carelessly set my 
pannier down, which tipped to its side. But I 
left it toppled. I still had my lilies, which had 
been wrapped by the little girl in a wet cloth 
and then foil. I wanted to get them into full 
water and set them in a small glass from the 
kitchen. Their soft perfume quickly filled the 
recesses of my studio and mingled with the 
plaster, stone, and wood smell and added a 
new note to the association I made with this 
old new home.

I placed the lilies on the table near the big 
French windows and concluded market day 
seated there, the windows thrown wide open, 
letting in the light, ion-filled spring air, and ate 
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a very late but satisfying lunch of paella, Oc 
garden salad, and dry and chilled Bergerac 
rosé.

Long after eating, I remained seated at my 
window perch, mesmerized, half sleeping, half 
dreaming. Just as I wondered how it could get 
any better than this, the sun began to set on 
the square and the soft street lights came on, 
creating candlelit lighting on the café tables 
below and on the golden walls of the cathedral. 
I heard laughter and clinking glasses tumble 
up the stone walls onto my ledge as if I were 
a part of the dinnertime 
festivity at the outdoor 
tables of Le Bistro 
and La Crêperie down 
below. A few people 
continued to wander 
by and marvel at the 
cathedral. Its bells 
began to chime and my 
cranium absorbed the 
intoxicating vibration. 
I took the last sip of 
my late-lunch wine of 
the same color as the 
lowering sun.

When I finally got 
up to wash dishes and prepare for an early 
bedtime, I saw my forgotten and overturned 
pannier. I went to set it aright. Out slipped 
all the pamphlets I’d picked up from the 
tourist office. I dropped the pannier again. 
One pamphlet had made my heart stop. 
Its corner slipped out from between many 
others, a simple little piece of paper in 
pastel green with a simple little design: a six-
petaled flower. I pulled the corner and took 
the pamphlet in my hand. It was a schedule 
of events for the Centre Spiritualité de Notre 

Dame de Temniac. Where had I heard that 
name before?

It came quickly crashing back, that article 
I’d found on the internet my first visit here in 
winter, the article that had helped me decide 
to make Sarlat my home base, sight unseen. In 
it, the authors had talked about the spirituality 
center founded by the Catholic diocese in the 
Périgord to invite interreligious and spiritual 
activities and conversations. But I had not yet 
found materials on the center itself.

Wide awake now, I sat at the table in the 
large room and turned 
on my computer. I 
typed in the web 
address listed on the 
pamphlet and hit return. 
A flower popped onto 
my screen. The flower 
was animated. It pulsed 
about, blinking like 
lights on a Christmas 
tree. My heart stopped 
again, and I forgot to 
breathe. It was the very 
image in my dream. The 
dancing six-petaled 
flower. Here it was. And 

it was as literal.
Dreams.
But what did this flower have to do with 

the Centre Spiritualité de Notre Dame de 
Temniac? How did it fit in? Was the hint with 
Spiritualité, with Notre Dame, with Temniac, 
with the Centre, or all together? Nothing on 
the website explained the flower, but it was 
clearly central. It was their logo and it appeared 
on every page, dancing away. Someone had 
wanted it to dance.

What do you do with uncanny stuff like this?
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To me, my mission was clear. I had to just go and find 
out. I would walk to Temniac, look for the flower, find the 
Center. Find the center. I laughed at cosmic humor. As 
I read more deeply into the website, I learned that this 
Center was in tune with my own all-inclusive perspective 
on religion and spirituality. Everyone was welcome, and 
no one had a better god than the other. God was God, 
gods were gods, and humans were humans. All this was 
celebrated through programs on sacred Israeli dance, 
sacred Tantric dance, Buddhist meditation, Anglican 
services, Catholic prayer sessions, Muslim, Jewish, 
Buddhist, and Christian exchanges, and explorations of 
the pagan universe. Implied was that it was their duty, as 
the current inhabitants of this region with ancient caves 
and sacred sites occupied by humans for at least 400,000 
years, to act as the spiritual stewards of this deep land’s 
ancient legacy. I had to find this place.

I cut out the six-petaled flower logo on the pamphlet 
and set it at my bedside, a talisman directing the unfolding 
adventure. I slowly fell asleep. The last thing I recalled was 
the sound of clinking glasses and laughter from the plaza 
down below. Amen. �
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Beebe Bahrami was born and raised in the Colorado Rockies while traveling across three 
continents as a child to visit relatives in Iran. This training immersed her deeply into the cultures, 
languages, peoples, prehistories, and histories of the Mediterranean world. She writes mostly 
about France and Spain, focusing often on food and wine, the outdoors and nature, spirituality, 
archaeology, and cross-cultural themes. Author of other travel books — The Spiritual 
Traveler Spain: A Guide to Sacred Sites and Pilgrim Routes, Historic Walking 
Guides Madrid, and Café Neandertal: Excavating Our Past in One of Europe’s 

Most Ancient Places — Bahrami also has written for Wine Enthusiast, Archaeology, The Pennsylvania 
Gazette, Perceptive Traveler, Expedition, The Bark, Michelin Green Guides, and National Geographic books. Several 
of her essays have won awards in Travelers’ Tales’ annual travel writing contest. Nomadic in temperament, it was 
nonetheless the southwest of France, with Sarlat and the Dordogne at the center, that called to Bahrami to make it 
home. This journey is captured in Café Oc, and though she still is dedicated to exploring the world at the pace of the 
spirit, on foot, this is something delightfully supported by life in France.  
• beebebahrami.weebly.com
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Beyond 
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and 
Structures

Renée De Gagné

Renée De Gagné ‘s artwork explores urban architecture. She works only on cities she knows well and 
has visited several times. Starting from her own photographs and drawings, she researches the history of 
certain buildings and then paints instinctively and intuitively. She gradually evolved toward working in mixed 
media, which enables her to innovate and integrate several materials: acrylic paints and mediums, ink, collage, 
photomontage, Japanese papers, and more. Essentially self-taught, De Gagné has taken classes, workshops, 
and coaching with renowned artists and masters in Canada and the United States. She is represented by 
galleries in Montreal and Vancouver and has won several awards in Canada and the United States. Her work is 
in private and corporate collections across Canada, the United States, Europe, and Australia. De Gagné lives in 
Montreal, Canada.  • www.reneedegagne.com

PORTFOLIO

http://www.reneedegagne.com
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[right] Early M
orning in M

anhattan I, 2015. M
ixed m

edia on canvas. 16 x 48 inches (40 x 121 cm
).

[left] Early M
orning in M

anhattan II, 2015. M
ixed m

edia on canvas. 16 x 48 inches (40 x 121 cm
).
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“Urban architecture 
is the pillar of our 
historical memory, 
and I wish to pay 
tribute to this 
contribution to our 
civilization.”



Sky A
fire IV, 2015. M

ixed m
edia on canvas. 36 x 48 inches (91 x 121 cm

).
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Urban Impressions

“It is important 
for me to feel 
the city and 
to know its 
architectural 
history. I need 
to visit the city 
several times 
to sense its 
vibrancy, to 
be attentive 
to my own 
emotions. To 
adopt a city, I 
must feel some 
sort of physical 
attraction. I 
need to fall in 
love with it.”



 As time moves farther and farther away from that day the winds 
announced the end of things, I notice more and more that, like the pier, 
the path is never straight and never curved, but a mixture of the two, 
and these trails converge, somehow they always do. Our lives depend 
on this, from the rattlesnake call to the whisper of the breeze to the 
knowing of the heart, and to the boulders we stand on that continue to 
shift with time, and always will.

The Wild horse

Heidi Harrison
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The daY mY father dIed the 
winds lashed, spirals of energy 
colliding in the space of the 

streets, sending trees down, leaves 
scattering, seemingly afraid of what could 
dare happen next. In California, a five-year 
drought had consumed us all, depleting 
humans, animals, and plants of water. By 
the end of 2014, life as we knew it barely 
hung on, roots exposed, a parching of the 
skin, the mouth feeling its thirst, the earth 
begging for rain, for life, for sustenance in 
this no longer new millennium. 

The day my dad died, the seventeenth 
of November, 2014, all I could hear was 
the death rattle, a snake coming to take 
my father away. The sound was eerie, 
frightening me, a howl ricocheting off 
the walls of the dining room where he lay 
dying. Just months before, a long table 
stood, and he reigned from his place at 
the head with plates of his favorite dishes, 
a bottle of wine, laughter, and his beloved 
wife of almost sixty years, always at his 
side.

We moved the table to the lounge, and 
there it sat, awkwardly jutting out, as the 
hospital bed took its place and housed my 
father, his now tiny body and his shriveled 
head gasping for air as the venomous 
snake took over, beckoning him to take his 
last breath.

As the winds whipped a frenzy 
outside, I somehow made my way to my 
ophthalmology appointment. I could 
barely get out of the car, the force of the 
air currents was so powerful, unrelenting 
in its demonic hold.

I was nauseous. My head spun in 
ten directions. I, who am never late for 
doctor appointments, arrived at exactly 
10 a.M. I glanced at the dozens of people 
sitting and looking at magazines. All of 
a sudden, rage invaded me. I wanted to 
yell, What are you doing, waiting, we are 
all waiting, and I am waiting for my father 
to die.

What am I here for? I asked myself. 
Ah yes, to see if my eye condition has 
worsened, to see if I am going blind or 
not. 

It was my turn to check in. They asked 
for my identification, my name, and as they 
punched in this and that on the computer, 
I looked around again and gulped, my 
stomach rumbling, I felt like I was going to 
be sick right then and there.
“Excuse me,” I said, my voice wavering. 

“I have to leave. Can I call you to 
reschedule?”

The woman looked up at me, confused.
“My father is dying.”
With those four words, she nodded, and 

I bolted, staggering along the sidewalk, 
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a frenzied gallop of leaves tying themselves 
around my feet.

I started to shiver. I felt cold, freezing, an 
ice developing on my heart, making its way 
down into all my limbs. The sun was out that 
day, mockingly, making us all think we had 
something beautiful that in reality we could 
not grasp.

I struggled to get back to my car, my 
footsteps shaky, my rootedness to the earth 
unfounded. When the familiar key opened 
the door, I heaved a sigh of relief and started 
the motor, cranking up the heat. The streets 
were a jumbled mess of leaves and branches, 
and debris flying everywhere. In the ten 
minutes it took to drive back to my parents’ 
house, it seemed the world around me had 
gone mad. 

And then I heard it, a block away from the 
green house I grew up in. The rattlesnake 
coiled, wrapped up around the vital organs, 
suffocating a man who was still my dad.

I raced into the house as the sound grew 
louder, my father barely there, my mother 
sitting meekly in a corner, and the caregiver 
holding yet another morphine injection to put 
in his mouth. 

It was then I wanted him gone, not him, the 
father I had adored, fought with, disagreed 
with, loved, admired, and wondered who he 
really was, not the man, the hero in my life, 
no. I wanted the specter of his now ancient 
body, screaming out in agony, fighting for 
each breath . . . I wanted this near corpse 
in the dining room to be released, sending 
away for good the rattle that would always 
haunt me, there where the dining table 
should have been.

I pulled out my violin, creating sounds that 
I had never made, from my soul, from all the 

ancestors, his mother wailing, my mother’s 
mother wailing, the others, all of them who had 
died in the gas chambers and the gold mines, 
they were chanting and crying and screaming 
out, and strangely, it was beautiful. The sounds 
echoed off my instrument onto the walls, to the 
awaiting ears of my dad. They say a dying man 
can hear everything when all other senses have 
left.

Then I held his hands, shriveled and cold, 
and I massaged them, giving them my warmth. 
I moved to his feet, the roughness of death 
meeting with the life in my hands. Then I let his 
feet go, covering them with his favorite socks, 
and I placed my hand on his heart, trying to 
move past the serpent that tried to take him 
from me. I took a deep breath. His eyes were 
tightly shut. He was mostly gone, and I uttered 
four words that I found myself repeating for 
what seemed like an hour.
“I love you Dad. I love you Dad. I love you 

Dad . . . . . . . .”
Sometime later, my aunt and uncle arrived, 

driving in from the airport. We all hugged, my 
mother, them, my sister.

I couldn’t stay after that.
I wanted to. But something told me I had to 

leave.
I went back to the apartment I was staying in, 

my head a mass of nerves and synapses badly 
connected, like tangled wires that one cannot 
even begin to unravel. I crawled into the little 
twin size bed, shivering uncontrollably, my 
phone at my side.

9 P.M. It rang. 
I knew.
I threw on clothes over my pajamas and 

raced down the highway.
I opened the familiar door of my family home. 

An ugly silence beckoned me in.
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The rattle was gone.
And so was my dad.
There he was, still warm, yet quiet. 
The winds had stopped too. The trees stood 

motionless outside, like sentries respecting the 
dead, the ancestors, the new one that had just 
flown over them.

No one cried. My mother sat, her face pale, 
my sister next to her. The caregiver, seeing me 
enter, hugged me and together tears flowed. 
I will never remember what was said, if there 
were any words at that moment.

Gone. 
That was the one word in my head that 

resounded like a bullet slamming out of a gun 
in a lonely forest.

A week after my dad died, my mother almost 
left too.

Sitting in the kitchen, her place was always 
across from my dad. He would look at her 
and she at him. Now his place sat empty. It 
seemed she did not know where to look but 
inside her own mind, and all she saw there 
was bleakness. 

From my dad’s place, he could look out the 
window at the trees, the goings-on outside. 
From my mother’s chair, her only view 
was across from her. That day there were 
flowers on the table at his spot. Petals were 
beginning to fall as if the wind had returned, 
letting the flowers drop their sustenance 
one by one. It was a huge job to continually 
mind those flowers, making sure that all 
fallen petals were removed, all dying flowers 
quickly taken away. 

Everything was a big job after my dad died. 
Everything that used to be easy now seemed 
difficult. A weight stymied all, a wall erected 
in just one day. Even talking now seemed 

foreign, a language that had no meaning. Yet I 
tried to talk, tried to talk with my mother who 
tried to live, who just went from one moment 
to another.

The conversation turned to the topic of a 
funeral, a memorial.

And then it happened. Her right side twitched, 
her hand, her arm, her chest. She disappeared, 
my mother. Her brain followed. The conscious 
mind drifted away. I felt my dad’s presence, 
wanting her with him. I didn’t know whether to 
let him take her, didn’t know if that is where she 
wanted to go.

I instinctively grabbed her right hand and 
called out, “Mom!” She looked at me and 
blinked, seeming relieved to be back. Yet in her 
eyes, I sensed a longing to return to her union 
with him, the man on the gallant horse she had 
met that day when she had tuberculosis. She 
always used to joke and say that the man she 
was to marry she met in bed.

As I held her hand, ushering her return to the 
conscious world, I felt her fragility, I felt my own, 
our union in this gathering of the weight that 
bound us, mother and daughter. Neither of us 
was any stronger in getting through this.

A week after this episode, I was carrying 
laundry up the stairs, an act I had done 
countless times. Suddenly, I doubled over in 
pain, hurting in every corner of my human form. 
Somehow, I got myself to the emergency room 
and collapsed on the table. I could not move. 
The doctors hadn’t a clue what was causing the 
pain.

The pain became chronic, consuming every 
part of me, making me completely unable to 
do any work that even used one particle of 
my body . . . driving, bending, twisting, lifting, 
walking up hills or stairs, running, swimming, 
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playing my violin. Gone. These things all 
gone. My life that had been running at one 
hundred percent capacity on the seventeenth 
of November, 2014, was suddenly reduced to 
at most ten percent. In addition, my digestion 
was entirely out of control, and I was completely 
exhausted every minute of the day. 

Grief had grabbed me by the throat, and I 
felt its strangling talons.

Whether it mattered or not, my doctor 
eventually diagnosed me with fibromyalgia. 
What’s in a name, I thought when she uttered 
those words as I sat in her office, still hearing 
the leaves building energy that day, the snake 
rattling with viciousness, taking away the 
boulder next to which I stood my entire life. 
I still had memories floating around my head. 
Daddy, catch me! I was two, jumping into a 
swimming pool. He was always there.

I walked out of the doctor’s office thinking 
about the kind expression on my doctor’s 
face as she pronounced that there was no 
cure. Part of me wanted to throw something 
at her, and part of me felt sorry for her. What 
must it be like for a doctor to tell a patient 
there is no cure for something that makes 
them miserable?

I decided I would take hold of this 
fibromyalgia and read about it. I wanted 
to defy the doctor and find my own cure. I 
checked out a dozen books from the library 
that all made me feel worse as I resonated 
with every one of the symptoms. All the 
books seemed to have one thing in common, 
I decided, and I deduced that fibromyalgia 
occurs when the heart is overwhelmed with 
painful information and felt experiences, 
sending signals to the brain that mimic and 
exacerbate this strain and stress, and this 
tightness of the human organism results in a 

debilitating pain all over the body that never 
seems to go away.

 Then I put all the pieces together and came 
up with my own definition. Fibromyalgia is all 
about the heart, hurting and vulnerable, loss 
enveloping all, and from this, the brain takes 
over, puts the person on high alert, keeping 
them from relaxing into a safe place, making 
their sleep continually disrupted, their diet and 
their elimination always in a fragile place, their 
sensitivities to smells and sounds and tastes 
becoming heightened as the fight or flight 
mechanism is overactive. The body, in turn, is 
exhausted, in pain, gets sick often and feels 
like it has a never-ending flu. The person is 
miserable and never really gets better.

I postulated that there is a metaphor for this 
condition. It feels like a wild horse in some 
kind of inhospitable region of the universe, 
untamable, unruly, and a symbol of an out-of-
control expression of grief and stress. 

How do you say good-bye to someone when 
you know you will never see them again, 
someone you have loved since the day you 
were born?

There are simply no words.
My dad was like snow in a parched desert. He 

took difficult things and calmed them. He rarely 
experienced stress, as he inherently seemed 
to know how to avert its venomous thorns. He 
took a frown and turned it into a smile, and 
his smiles were like jewels lighting up a room, 
surrounding his very essence, emanating from 
his being, always with kindness and gentleness 
of spirit.

My mom picked a good one. Or rather, they 
picked each other, balancing each other out.

It is hard to imagine being left. Sitting out in 
the street, abandoned on a corner, sulking in 
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the bushes. I don’t know how my mother does 
it day after day.

There are many days I don’t quite know how 
to do it, when the pain takes over, when I am 
completely exhausted, when I can’t digest a 
thing. Then, I think of the look on his face a 
few days before he died, a look so piercing I 
thought I would collapse. It was a stare, right 
into my eyes. What was he saying? I wanted to 
believe he was telling me he would always love 
me. I thought perhaps he was telling me also 
that I am stronger than I think I am.

In To the Lighthouse, Virginia Woolf wrote:

And all the lives we ever lived
And all the lives to be
Are full of trees
And changing leaves.

When my father was preparing himself for the 
last stretch of his life, when he was beginning 
to shed his leaves, the sun flickering on the 
goldenness of it all, he and my mother visited 
me where I live in a small town two states 
away. He and my mom had come to visit 
me every summer. They loved being there. 
They loved the summers, the gentle air, the 
picnics we would have together. I would 
throw together some bread and cheese, and 
fresh Northwest berries, we would get sweet 
things from the bakery, and off we would 
go to a quiet road. We were just so happy 
together, the three of us, and nothing else 
seemed to matter, really. 

On one of these visits, which would be his last, 
he took his last big walk down the Indianola 
pier and back. His feet were slow, and the 
breeze in his steps had been grabbed and torn 
apart. His face, though, showed a delight in 
the wonders of the structure, the fine curve of 

the wood, like a meandering path from land to 
open water, surrounded by trees, land in the 
distance, and the ever-present existence of 
Seattle itself in all its grandeur. He absolutely 
wanted to walk the pier. 

He looked out at this project that he was to 
undertake. With his right hand on the railing 
and his left hand looped around mine, he 
began. Each step was a journey, a decision 
made to keep going forward, to never stop 
until you reach the end, and then you come 
home again. My mom encouraged him to 
not go all the way. He didn’t listen to her. His 
feet needed to move, and slowly, slowly, with 
a meditative pace of one step following the 
other, this metaphor for life itself gave him the 
strength to walk to the end of the pier. Once 
there, he stared out at the water and land, 
mesmerized by the beauty around him. We 
laughed and smiled and felt the love of the 
moment, a father and a daughter walking to 
the end of the Indianola pier.

Time didn’t matter to him, yet my mother’s 
pleas to return were lodged in his head, so we 
turned around and began the journey back. 
His steps slowed, each one this time seeming 
to have even more significance, as the journey 
back is often bittersweet, like an end to summer, 
a completion of something marvelous. His 
breathing was labored, and his hand gripped 
mine. He stopped every now and then to catch 
his breath, to look ahead at his destination, his 
worried wife, the store, the land.

When he arrived at the end of the pier, 
he beamed like a small child who had just 
accomplished the most wonderful thing in his 
life. He was beyond exhausted, but it didn’t 
matter. He had walked the pier and back, and 
our lesson, his family the witness, was that in 
life, that is just what you do.
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Fibromyalgia is a curious condition, one that 
zaps most of the essential energy one gets from 
the core of being alive. It is as if the wild horse 
has taken the soul of a person, wrung it around, 
and then heaved it into the bushes, letting it 
tumble into the awaiting piercing brambles. 
Ironically, this same wild horse stands and 
waits and watches this person open their eyes 
again, get up, brush themselves off and begin 
to not only heal from the wounds of the fall, 
but also commence in the search for a deeper 
meaning in life, one which they had never before 
encountered. When that person arises from 
those thorny bushes, there is a fogginess of 
the brain, a numbing that needs to be carefully 
tended, while the eyes and the ears can begin to 

open to what is, focusing mainly on the moment, 
a mindfulness task, awaiting all the senses. The 
wild horse wants to be one with the person, yet 
the person with fibromyalgia has to know how 
this is done. There are so many steps, each one 
a journey.

I have thought that grieving my dad and trying 
to find my place again on this earth is so much 
like walking the pier. Each step brings back 
memories from the soul to the heart, to the 
body, and back again. This journey is quiet and 
it is loud. There are sighs and there are screams. 
There are curvatures in the wood, and then there 
are the straight lines.

There are things I want to tell my dad, things 
I want to yell to have the sounds echo off the 
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canyons of my heart to his, and then there is 
the silence from me that tells me he already 
knows. 

I want to always remember his eyes, almost 
closed, yet wide open that day his gaze pierced 
into mine. He could never speak the words, and 
on that day his mouth couldn’t form them, but 
the messages that poured from his soul I want to 
never forget, for they remind me of the truth in 
death and its aftershocks. We are all those trees 
and changing leaves, of all different hues, flitting, 
dancing, and falling eventually to the ground.

I occasionally bring out my violin. A friend 
told me I must. I silenced it after the quiet in 
the house. And now, two years later, my hands 
wrap around the ancient wood, and it feels like 

the wild horse has a journey within. Notes leap 
and saunter and slide, my hands the vehicle 
and my soul the messenger. In the playing of 
the violin, the pathos of being human blends 
with the vitality of the pulsing of the earth, with 
life itself. 

 As time moves farther and farther away from 
that day the winds announced the end of things, 
I notice more and more that, like the pier, the 
path is never straight and never curved, but a 
mixture of the two, and these trails converge, 
somehow they always do. Our lives depend on 
this, from the rattlesnake call to the whisper of 
the breeze to the knowing of the heart, and to 
the boulders we stand on that continue to shift 
with time, and always will. �
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The painter mixed more darkness into his palette: Burnt Sienna, Indigo, Vandyke Brown. He began to add 
shadow and depth, darkness behind the breakfalls and in the dense groves. He painted on as the day waned, and 
the once-bright canvas receded to muted greens and yellows on a somber background.

The paInter raIsed hIs cautIous eYes from 
the blank white of the canvas to the vibrant 
colors of the scene before him, trying to see 

the landscape in all its present splendor rather than 
through the fractured lens of his memory. Myriad 
shades of green splashed across the landscape, 
dazzling bright in the morning sunlight, 
mysteriously dark in the shadows. And above, 
the blue of the cloudless sky ranged from 
hazy pale at the horizon to crisp and deep 
overhead.

He sighed. As many times as he had 
labored over a canvas, he had never been 
able to capture to his satisfaction the true 
colors of nature from his pathetic palette. 
It was as much getting a true sense of the 
place, he reminded himself, as getting 
the colors right. And he had a very strong 
sense of this place.

He rummaged through his kit box for a 
tube of Viridian Green and struggled with 
gnarled fingers to loosen the top. The 
paint caked on the side served to glue the 
plastic lid tight, and he winced in pain as he 
twisted it.

the COlOr OF niGht
David S. Rubenstein
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He squeezed the paint onto his palette, then 
recapped the tube, placed it back into his box, 
and selected another. After laying out about 
ten colors around the perimeter, he returned 
his attention to the scene before him. His eyes 
traced across the grasses to the river’s edge 
where reeds and cattails bowed in deference 
to the gentle current of the clear water rolling 
by. The land rose from the bank, the riparian 
slope covered with grasses and low brush in 
shades of green dappled with exuberant color 
where wildflowers grew. Atop the crest, trees 
anchored the land and cooled the glen with 
their shade. There were some firs, straight 
and tall, but mostly deciduous trees dripping 
with Spanish moss and alive with birds and 
squirrels. And then there was the one tree, 
the massive tree, the ancient Live Oak, which 
towered over the wood and the valley, the one 
that pulled his gaze toward it even as it had 
pulled him to this very location from across 
an entire continent. It spread its branches out 
across the clearing in benediction, offering 
food and shelter to all those within its realm.

The painter began to sketch its huge trunk 
and branches in a lightened Raw Sienna, 
Payne’s Gray, and Indian Red. He added 
the lesser structures of the trees beside it 
and then the gentle slope of grasses down 
to the river’s edge. These latter subjects he 
left as vague shapes and shadows in greens 
and browns. The oak he began to fill in, his 

eye picking out detail and color, his hand, 
crooked and withered but steady, accurately 
recording the sight onto the canvas. There 
it bloomed in all its glorious stature, full and 
green and tall. It was just as he remembered 
it, just as it loomed in the recesses of his 
mind for all those decades on the road.

He once left this place, this river valley of his 
youth, to go in search of America. He hauled 
his easel and paints across the continent and 
back countless times, seeking the other places, 
the real America. In the fullness of time he 
developed his skill, attracted a following, and 
painted much of the natural beauty of the 
country. But he never painted over the dark 
memory of this place, and although for a while 
its pull diminished to the point where he was 
able relegate it to some remote corner of his 
consciousness, it always lurked there, just out of 
sight, like a thunderstorm over the horizon. And 
as the years drained away, the call strengthened. 
In the past year, when it became apparent to 
him that his time and ability were waning, the 
artist felt the pull of this place overwhelm his 
resistance like a building sexual climax; the 
more he resisted, the stronger the pull grew.

He added in more bright greens, yellows, 
and reds. The oak blossomed in a shock 
of color amid the peace and beauty of the 
pastoral scene. The canvas, once pure white, 
now gleamed with a riot of bright color that 
leaped gloriously to the eye.
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Thinking back to that time in his youth when 
he was last here, he hesitated in the middle 
of a brushstroke. It was later in the day, early 
evening. Lengthening shadows cloaked detail 
in muted greens and browns. He came over 
the rise and saw the dale from about where 
he now stood, shivering in the cool evening 
breeze and the memories. He gazed up at the 
massive oak. He found it impressive, to be 
sure, but perhaps not as beneficent as it has 
been throughout his childhood. And it wasn’t 
immortal, for signs of decay were evident if 
one looked critically: a dead limb here, a 
broken branch there.

The painter mixed more darkness into his 
palette: Burnt Sienna, Indigo, Vandyke Brown. 
He began to add shadow and depth, darkness 
behind the breakfalls and in the dense groves. 
He painted on as the day waned, and the once-
bright canvas receded to muted greens and 
yellows on a somber background.

He thought back to that evening when he 
stood motionless for countless moments 
while shadows slipped over him. The moon 
rose up, and he heard a sound — a whisper, 
a murmur. He opened his eyes or his mind 
and saw a shade, a shadow, a smoky figure in 
black floating across the sea of grass. His heart 
stopped as it approached. 

It was a woman. She was dressed from head 
to toe in black, the dark scarf about her head 
cascading a black veil across her face. She 
seemed to be coming directly to him, and he 
stopped breathing and, transfixed, waited. 
But she passed him unseeing, close enough in 
the gloom that he recognized her. Golden hair 
now ghostly white, she moved on across the 
clearing toward the giant tree and stopped at 
the knoll under the outstretched branch that 
loomed over the river. There, planted in the 

ground and visible only in silhouette, was a 
crude wooden cross.

The woman stood before it, face downcast, 
for the longest time. Unmoving. A statue. 
Finally, she bent and laid something at the 
base of the cross and then stood before it 
again. The painter watched in silence as the 
moments lengthened. Neither he nor the 
woman moved. But when the breeze lifted 
the leaves of the trees and blew the scent of 
woods and river to him, he thought he heard 
upon it a most sorrowful moan. Inside, he 
moaned too.

Unconsciously, the painter altered the hues 
of his pallet, mixing in colors that lowered the 
sun and lengthened the shadows, fading the 
grassy clearing into the dark gloaming. Brown 
Madder, Charcoal Grey, Ivory Black. The giant 
oak leaned in, brooding, looming. Later, after 
he’d left for good and began the lifelong effort 
to leave this place behind, the woman came 
forward. She recanted. She broke down. And 
the town, by that time a burned-out shade 
formed of nothing but ash, simply blew away.

It was only then that the painter, having stood 
for hours before the clearing, turned his eyes 
to the shadow where the marker would be. Of 
course he couldn’t see it. Darkness had fallen 
over it. Years had fallen upon it. There would 
be nothing there to mark the spot, nothing to 
record the event. Maybe the woman would 
come, he thought suddenly. But no, he quickly 
realized. As old as he was, she was fifteen years 
older still, if she had survived her demons. He 
slashed at the canvas with Ivory Black and 
Pthalo Blue, Payne’s Grey, and Burnt Sienna, 
rendering the site beneath the tree a void, an 
emptiness in the darkness of the forest.

With his brush he reached for a dollop 
of black. As he moved past the French 
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Ultramarine, his hand wavered. The 
bluest sky in Louisiana, he remembered, 
the greenest trees, the clearest water. 
The joy, the unadulterated visceral 
joy of swinging from the rope lashed 
high on the great oak’s overhanging 
limb and letting go on the upward arc. 
Suspended momentarily between warm, 
sweet air and cool, clear water; there 
was the essence of his boyhood.

Why here? he asked. Why here, of all 
places? He squeezed his eyes shut. If 
they’d chosen anywhere else, he might 
have overcome it. Gotten by. Gotten 
on. But here, here is where his soul lived. 
That is why the shadow had followed 
him all his days. 

He took the tube of Ivory Black 
from his kit box and squeezed a huge 
dollop onto the palette, ignoring the 
scream in his hand. The scream in his 
head. He mixed the black liberally 
into the greens. Into the yellows. Into 
the ochers. The blues. He set about 
bringing night to the clearing. Night, 
moonless night, the way it had been 
when it happened.

As darkness fell upon the canvas, he 
went back to that night when he was 
nine, going on ten. He was at home, 
sitting in the parlor listening to the radio 
with his grandmother. It was Saturday 
night, and his Pa was out with his pals, 
most likely drinking and playing pool 

at the VFW. He was the first to hear 
it, a sound rising above the trill of the 
crickets. He looked up, cocking an 
ear. Then Gran heard it too, and she 
looked toward him with curiosity. He 
hopped from the davenport and ran to 
the window. There he could see lights, 
lanterns bobbing along down at the 
corner on the street that intersected 
theirs. And he heard voices and saw the 
silhouettes of people moving through 
the darkness.
“What the heck is it?” Gran asked in 

alarm, but he was already out the door. 
“Robert, you get back in here this instant!” 
she called after his disappearing form. 

“Come back here!”
If only he had. He ran to the corner, 

reaching it as the crowd moved on 
several hundred feet. He was near 
enough to feel it, the hot, alcoholic peril 
floating on the humid night air. The 
palpable anger sent fear through him, 
and he considered turning back. But, of 
course, curiosity drew him on.

He followed, hanging back in the 
shadows, as the crowd moved down 
the street, bending and rolling like 
a snail’s foot, leaving behind a slime 
trail of whiskey breath, tobacco smoke, 
and smog from the kerosene lanterns. 
There was much shouting, angry voices, 
snarls, and the occasional guffaw. He 
couldn’t see who was in the group, but 
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He took the canvas from the easel and 
regarded it with surprise. It was pure, 

complete, unadulterated black. Black as the 
night, from edge to edge. Top to bottom.

he recognized several of the voices. 
His Pa’s was one of them. His uncle’s, 
another. Mr. Granger, the man from the 
mill. Another he recognized but couldn’t 
place.

They moved to the edge of town, 
then down the path toward the river. He 
followed, a feeling of dread raising the 
bile from his throat into the back of his 
mouth as he sensed, more than saw, the 
writhing mass at the core of the crowd. 
He retched, but followed doggedly. As 
he feared, the crowd stopped beneath 
the giant oak where he and his friends 
swung into the deep water where the 
river pooled. He moved now with silent 
surety to a vantage point in a copse of 
trees where he and the other boys hid 
when they had something to hide from. 
Here he stood and watched transfixed 
as the men pulled down the swinging 
rope, fastened it into a noose at one 
end, and placed it around the neck of a 
terrified black man, his hands fastened 
behind him. They threw the other end 
back over the limb. As they tightened 

the noose, the man’s terrified eyes 
scanned the crowd for some savior. 
When the man’s gaze passed across 
the trees where he stood, the boy felt 
as though they bored into him. In that 
instant he recognized him; it was Mr. 
Jackson! It was Leroy Jackson’s dad! 
One of the boys who swung with him 
from that very rope.

The painter stood still for endless 
moments, his vision internal, his hands 
limp. Finally, he began to pack up his 
kit. He replaced the paints, the brushes, 
the palette, and the rags into the box. 
He took the canvas from the easel and 
regarded it with surprise. It was pure, 
complete, unadulterated black. Black 
as the night, from edge to edge. Top to 
bottom.

He closed his eyes, rocking slowly on 
his feet. After a moment, he turned and 
flung the canvas. It sailed toward the 
tree, disappearing into the darkness. 
Then he took the easel and the kit, 
turned his back on the river, and walked 
off into the gathering gloom. �
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Depression offers the option of remaining in the womb. It’s 
safe here, as long as nobody asks anything of me.

hOW AnxiOus Are YOu?
Peter Azrak
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There’s an old “faIth” storY told 
in numerous religious traditions that 
goes something like this: 

A man gets too close to the edge of a 
cliff. He stumbles, grabs onto a branch, and 
hangs precipitously over the gorge below. 
Upon hearing the Voice of God, he bargains, 
saying he will no longer be a sinner and will 
follow His Way if only he is saved.
“Ask anything of me, Lord, and I will 

follow You.”
God responds: “Let go of the branch.”
The man, without hesitation, screams: 

“Is there anyone else out there?”

Every therapist longs for the people they work 
with to get to this point. A breakthrough in the 
work. A moving out of depression, the state of 
inertia and hiding. Anxiety on the horizon.

In my anxiety, I am frozen. Paralyzed by fear. 
Unable to move. All reflections of a worst-case 
scenario. My anxiety has gotten the best of me. 

Inevitably an inner voice screams out: Can’t 
you help me with this? I come to your office 
every week and you offer nothing more than 
some earful on how I am caught in a trap of 
my own making. You actually ask me to trust 
myself when I can’t move. Can’t you see this?

A looming depression casts a shadow over our 
society. More and more people have lost the 
desire to be part of life. Our society’s measure 
of well-being is often the unemployment rate; 

if it’s down, it indicates a healthy growth in 
our willingness to engage. The truth, however, 
is that the numbers do not include people 
unwilling to look for work, and this percentage 
of our society has been growing since the 1990s. 

Trying to circumvent the malaise that 
permeates our society, we have retreated from 
the world in order to soothe ourselves. Looking 
for an opioid to feel good and addiction to rely 
on. Pleasure is to be maximized until it loses 
its shine. Desperation sets the addictive cycle 
spinning. We are caught in the inevitable: the 
cave of hiding is tortuous. We can neither see 
in the dark nor imagine the light beyond the 
entrance. 

When a person feels the sands of irritation 
developing under their skin, the nascent desire 
for change brings with it an anxiety that at first 
seems paralyzing. This state of being neither 
here nor there causes one to retreat into a 
mindset that offers a way to actually avoid 
relief, and here is where the addiction, the 
attachment to going nowhere, is so tempting. 
Depression offers the option of remaining in 
the womb. It’s safe here, as long as nobody 
asks anything of me.

Inevitably someone demands we get off the 
couch and return to life. But we cry: You simply 
don’t understand. This depression is killing me. 
I need relief. That desire for relief often brings 
us to our family doctor for an antidepressant, 
only to learn that the search for the right 
antidepressant is often too much to bear. Once 
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again we are stuck with the depressing news 
that there is no quick fix. Actually, there is no fix 
at all; there is only relief . . . relief that resides 
within the addiction of choice.

At this point, we hope that the inner 
restlessness begins to emerge in the form 
of an anxiety that can no longer tolerate the 
inertia. Then the light is seen at the end of 
the tunnel. But the frozen state of potentially 
being exposed throws us off kilter. Now I have 
to deal with this? The depression was too 
overwhelming. This paralysis sucks.

The process of moving out of the womb 
and into the world is precisely what these 
modern issues of depression and anxiety 
point to. Our fear of oncoming traffic has 
morphed into being stuck on the median. 
Anxiety, for all its treacherous ground, points 
to a psychic state in which one is willing to 
move out, but as Søren Kierkegaard so aptly 
says: “Anxiety is the dizziness of freedom. . . 
. Freedom succumbs to dizziness.” When we 
are frozen in our anxiety we are “choosing” to 
remain caught in the dizziness of our dilemma. 
Essentially, depression follows us out into the 
world, evidenced by the rise in combination 
medications that offer relief from both forms of 
soul-pain: depression and anxiety.

Anxiety, however, has another way of 
expressing itself. When we are excited by the 
prospect of a breakthrough and a shift away 
from our present state, we need to embrace 
the inevitable state of not knowing. Yes, we 
may freeze. But we may also imagine a new 
state of affairs. Will she say yes? Will my child 
be born healthy? Might I get the promotion 
I long for? All these questions bring with 
them a healthy sense of not knowing — the 
mysteries associated with being human, 
putting ourselves out there and seeing where 

we land. How might the disappointment of 
not getting that position offer me a choice 
to act in another way? How might I step into 
what it really means to be a father?

All this anxiety ultimately points to what I like to 
call our “cutting edge.” It is that place within us 
that has the capability, like a ship cutting its way 
through a frozen ice field, to find a way through 
our anxiety. With all the fear that courage 
demands, we keep going, not knowing the 
outcome. The time it takes and the possibility of 
failing are part of what it means to be human. We 
need to expand into the courage and fortitude 
to embrace this opportunity for actual change. 
Rather than staying within the paralysis of an 
anxious state, we can ask ourselves: Why has 
this presented itself to me now? What inner 
conviction am I being called to? In what way 
may I rely on a deep-seated faith in the psyche’s 
attempt to expand my awareness? Am I willing 
to grow into the person I have not known before?

This is where faith — that is, conviction in 
ourself — grows. Not the often blind faith in 
God, Our Father / Our Mother. But the genuine 
faith that develops when reason no longer 
applies, the faith to go forward into the forest 
and explore, trusting our way is the only way. 
By doing this, we get to know the place inside 
of ourselves that is vital and alive. 

I recall my sister-in-law standing by a path 
where cars were entering and leaving a 
parking lot. Her son of seven years yelled out: 

“Mom, come and get me!” I watched as he 
stood frozen, full of the fear and anxiousness 
of getting across the path to his mom.

Her response startled me. “You can do it. 
Just wait until you are ready.”

He looked both ways, then ran quickly and  
exuberantly into his mother’s arms. �
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She redirects her gaze 
toward the horizon. Just this 
and nothing more, she softly 
chants. Strips of wispy clouds 
hang just above the horizon. 
The breeze ripples her skirt. 
She feels the weight of her 
sandals in her left hand and 
the slight pull of the wind on 
the brim of the f loppy hat in 
her right hand. Just this.

MOss BeACh
David Denny
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WalkIng along, JennIfer 
watches her bare feet as they sink 
into the warm moist sand. She 

listens to the ripple of the small waves and the 
shriek of gulls overhead. In the distance, a row 
of pelicans skims the surface of the water. A 
steady breeze blows in from the northwest. 
She wears a thin summery cotton paisley skirt 
and a navy tank top. She has twisted her hair 
into pigtails, the way her mother taught her 
thirty years ago.

Up ahead a sailboat lies on its side, a recent 
wreck. She can see that the hull has been 
battered and split upon the rocky reefs just 
offshore. The boat has nothing to do with 
her, she tells herself. It is an object hewn of 
wood and fiberglass and metal and plastic. Its 
crooked mast holds a ripped sail, which flaps 
and flutters in the afternoon breeze. She is just 
a creature upon a beach, with breath in her 
lungs and a slight hunger in her belly, a bipedal 
organism walking in sand. And it is just a boat, 
not a metaphor for her life.

A man is salvaging what he can from the 
wreck. He has taken the seat cushions and 
stacked them on the rocks near the dunes. 
Now he is trying to fold the tattered jib for 
transport, but the breeze is fighting his efforts. 

She stops to notice the gashes on the vessel’s 
underside. The keel has two big nicks in it. 
Someone long ago painted the name Dana on 
the bow, just above the waterline on the right 
side of the hull, the side now turned toward 
the sky. She walks around the boat. Across the 
stern it says Alameda. It had sailed out through 
the Golden Gate two days earlier and turned 
south against the powerful Farallon currents. 
Made for pleasure cruising on the bay, this kind 
of sloop isn’t really equipped for the open sea. 
It is only a twenty-footer, and the sailor must 
have struggled mightily against current and 
wind. She notices the tiller has snapped and 
splintered. 

One word might explain the sloop’s presence 
on the sand: fog. Sometimes it moves in so 
fast you can’t do anything but drop anchor, 
send out a locator ping, and hunker down 
until it moves on. This sailor may have been 
overconfident, or drunk, or just having a really 
bad day. But now she has stopped noticing 
and begun analyzing again, just as Father 
Banning warned. Notice the movement of 
your thoughts, he had instructed. Don’t judge 
them, and for God’s sake don’t give them 
suckle. 

She redirects her gaze toward the horizon. 
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Just this and nothing more, she softly chants. 
Strips of wispy clouds hang just above the 
horizon. The breeze ripples her skirt. She feels 
the weight of her sandals in her left hand and 
the slight pull of the wind on the brim of the 
floppy hat in her right hand. Just this. The 
cold water suddenly surrounds her ankles. Her 
muscles tighten and her skin tingles. Only this. 
She focuses on her breath as she draws in the 
briny air. This. 

Jennifer and Luis lay on top of the sheets. The 
window was open and a breeze cooled them. 
In afterglow, the flush of freshly-oxygenated 
blood made their sweaty skin tingle; their 
breathing began to even out. Horns honked 
out on 18th Street, three floors beneath them. 
The screen on Jennifer’s phone lit up. She 
looked to see who was calling. “I need to take 
this,” she said to Luis.

Luis sat up and wiped his face with the edge 
of the sheet. He reached for a water bottle on 
the nightstand.

Jennifer said into her phone, “Hi Jamie. 
What’s up? Are you guys back home already?” 
Her son, Jamie, and her husband, Kenneth, 
had gone for a bike ride in the Presidio 
this morning, and Jennifer had taken the 
opportunity to meet Luis for a quickie in his 
Potrero Hill apartment.

The voice on the phone said, “This is Officer 
Shawn Casper of SFPD. I’m calling from Jamie 
Miller’s phone. I dialed the contact labeled 
‘mom.’ Is this Jamie’s mom?”

“Yes.”
“May I ask your name, please?”
“Jennifer Miller.”
“Mrs. Miller, I just put your son into an 

ambulance on Lincoln Boulevard. He’s currently 
in transit to SF General Trauma Center.”

Jennifer couldn’t speak.
“Ma’am? Hello? Mrs. Miller?”
“Yes.”
“You need to proceed to the SF General 

Trauma Center immediately. Do you know 
where that is?”
“Yes.”
“Is there someone with you who can drive you 

there?”
“Yes. Wait. Where’s my husband? They were 

together. Let me talk to my husband. Wait. 
What happened? Has there been an accident? 
Put my husband on the line.”

Jennifer heard the officer cover the phone 
with his hand. He muttered a garbled phrase 
that sounded vaguely like a question. She 
pictured him on the side of a road somewhere, 
possibly with a partner at his side. Two cops 
out on Lincoln Boulevard. She heard a receding 
siren in the background.
“Ma’am.” He came back on the line. “There’s 

another victim here. A middle-aged male with 
red hair in green and yellow bicycle attire.”
“That’s him. That’s my husband, Kenneth. Is 

he all right?”
“He’ll be transported to the same location. 

You’ll want to arrive as soon as is safely possible. 
My partner and I will meet you there.”
“Yes. I’m on my way.”
Luis was standing next to the bed. Jennifer 

dropped her phone.
“You’re white as the sheets,” he said.
“Take me to SF General,” she said, struggling 

to dress.
Luis pulled on his clothing and helped 

Jennifer with hers. He gathered up her phone 
and her earrings, her purse and her shoes. 
They hurried for the stairs.

Jennifer hears a series of barks. Farther up 
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the beach a dog bounds into the water after 
a tennis ball, splashing and swimming out to 
it. The ball is lifted in a wave momentarily and 
then lost on the other side of its crest. The 
dog paddles on. The next wave brings the 
ball nearer. The dog takes the ball in its teeth 
and turns for shore, where its master claps 
and waits. Another creature among creatures. 
Notice the joy, she thinks, the unbridled joy of 
two animals, a dog and a man, playing a simple 
game in the surf. Pulling the tennis ball from 
the dog’s jaws, the master praises his dog, who 
barks and barks at his feet. The man rears his 
arm back and launches it again into the waves. 
Into the waves again the dog splashes and 
bounds and gleefully swims.

Jennifer made an effort to listen, but a few 
times she found herself staring politely at the 
other participants in the group as their mouths 
moved and their larynxes vibrated, as the air 
filled with the brittle noise of their grief. One by 
one they unburdened themselves with stories 
of loss and emptiness and confusion. Why had 
God robbed them of their joy? Would they ever 
feel normal again? Would they ever be loved 
again?

When her turn came, Jennifer spoke of her 
hours in the hospital following the phone call. 
She had been greeted in the ER by a Chaplain 
who escorted her to the treatment room where 
they had struggled to revive her son, and 
then to the morgue where they had taken the 
mangled body of her husband. All the while 
her phone filled with the text messages of her 
lover, Luis, who had circled the hospital twice 
after dropping her at the ER entrance and 
then driven to Land’s End where he walked off 
the stress along the path all the way to China 
Beach. 

She went ahead and gave voice to her worst 
fear: her infidelity had somehow caused the 
accident. It was a cruel and illogical notion, 
she knew, but nevertheless there it sat, always 
perched on the edge of her thoughts. Was this 
what was meant by karma? Had her infidelity 
resulted in the taking of her family? Was this 
God saying, If you can’t handle a family, I’ll 
just take it away?

When everyone in the group had shared, 
Father Banning spoke of the need to forgive 
oneself. At this, Jennifer openly guffawed, 
covering her mouth and attempting to stifle 
the sharp, derisive laughter that sprang from 
her lips. She did not wish to disrespect Father 
Banning. She needed this group. Save this one 
uncontrollable outburst, she had suppressed 
her doubts. But this sprang from her lips before 
she knew it. She covered her mouth with 
one hand and raised the other in apologetic 
surrender. The group refocused its attention 
on Father Banning as he closed the session by 
once again leading them in the serenity prayer. 
Fucking serenity prayer, thought Jennifer. 
Serenity my ass.

As Jennifer rounds the edge of the cliff, she 
finds herself among tide pools. She slips her 
sandals back on and chooses her steps with 
care, avoiding the slippery green seaweed. 
Waves splash over the rocks at intervals, filling 
the pools with swirling whitewater, temporarily 
obscuring the rocks altogether. As the water 
clears in the receding tide, she is able to peer 
in. She sees golden starfish, big purple urchins, 
clusters of mussels, and scuttling hermit crabs 
that migrate between crevices. Each pool is 
a world unto itself, isolated and discrete, but 
sharing the same nourishment from the tide’s 
constant and universal motion. She squats low 
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to see some anemones and fan-shaped limpets. 
A wave splashes into the pool, shocking her 
with its icy chill. She stands and feels her entire 
body tingle. This, just this, she thinks. Only 
this.

She gazes up at the tall Cypress trees 
jutting from the top of the cliff, a few clinging 
precariously to the sandstone, held in place by 
deep and resilient roots. Some of the trunks 
are bare. Some are heavy with branches loaded 
with green needles. Some of the needles are 
crusted with a rust-colored fungus prompted 
by the brine. The trees are slowly marching into 
the sea, and the sea is slowly advancing upon 
the shore, pulling the Cypress trees in — a 
geological dance along the rim of two tectonic 
plates. It is a place of beauty and violence, new 
life and slow death. 

A lone heron stands on the farthest edge of 
the tide pools, gazing out to the horizon. Is it 
awaiting a mate or keeping an eye out for prey? 
No, she will not speculate. She squelches her 
projections and turns her mind once again 
outward. She sees the iron pillar a quarter 
mile out, beyond the waves. The first time 
she saw it she thought it was a sculpture of a 
human figure, perhaps a tribute to the surfers 
or the fishermen or the lighthouse keepers. 
But with a pair of opera glasses one day she 
was able to focus on its rough-hewn metallic 
shape, covered with mottled mollusks. A sign 
back on the dunes explained it had been 
placed there by the U. S. Navy during WWII 
and used for target practice. Destroyers and 
submarines had calibrated their weapons at 
this spot before setting out across the Pacific.

Jennifer was wandering again. She had left 
home at midday, stopped at a familiar strip 
mall for a taco and a soda, and walked in a new 

direction, along strange residential streets, 
looking at the houses and the cars and the 
shabby parks and aging schools. She had come 
to another strip mall, this one too high-end for 
a taco shack. These were boutique clothing 
shops and jewelry stores and gift emporiums 
stuffed with beach-themed tchotchkes and 
knickknacks. Down at the end of the strip, she 
saw a coffee shop. She was thirsty. Very thirsty. 
She had walked and walked. 

Halfway down the row, she stopped at the 
window of an art supply store. They were 
having a sale. Jennifer had always wanted to 
paint, but she had never taken the time to 
try it. Oh, she had had the odd art lesson in 
school — fingerpaints early on, then drawing 
lessons, primarily geometrical shapes, and 
later the color wheel, and some basic theory 
of line, perspective and composition. Nothing 
to inspire further interest. But she had always 
been captivated by the great paintings she 
had encountered in galleries and museums. 
Now she wanted to paint more than anything. 

When the bell over the door rang out, she 
was greeted by a teenage girl with a major 
nose ring. “Hey,” the girl said, “stupendous 
sale this week. Try to control your impulses. 
The best deals are around the edges of the 
store — canvases and brushes are half off, and 
if you’re not picky about brands, some good 
quality oils and acrylics. Watercolor stuff goes 
on sale next month. Let me know if you need 
any help.” The girl disappeared into the back 
of the store.

Jennifer picked up a how-to book on painting 
with acrylics. She forgot her thirst. As she 
flipped through the pages of sample student 
paintings, she realized she could do this. The 
yearning to paint, latent for years, had been 
a signal that had gone unheeded. Yes, she 
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could do this. And what better way to help her 
follow Father Banning’s mindfulness training? 
Just this. A blank canvas. Only this. A brush 
dipped in color. This. A swath of sky. Clouds. 
A shoreline. Gulls. A woman walking along a 
beach, her sandals in one hand, a floppy hat in 
the other. 

Just around the corner from the cliff, tucked 
back into a grove of Cypress trees, sits a 
shingled cottage, the perfect ocean retreat. 
Jennifer imagines herself passing long days 
in the cottage with a wood fire in the stove 
and fog curling about the house, a pot of 
tea steeping, her canvas locked into an easel 
before the big picture window, no one near, no 
one approaching, only the pounding of waves, 
perhaps Debussy on the stereo and, in the 
distance, a fog horn. 

What would she paint? Perhaps the cottage 
itself in its idyllic little setting, a warm light 
glowing in the kitchen windows. She might 
feel the need to paint her memory of Luis, his 
dark, lithe body against the white sheets. She 
might eventually need to paint the mangled 
bicycles that her brother had retrieved from 
the police station storage facility. And she 
might also need to paint the doctor’s delicate 
hands holding his glasses when he explained 
that her husband and her son had been killed 
by a drunk driver in broad daylight on a dry, 
sunlit road next to the most beautiful bay in 
the world, within sight of the famous orange 
bridge. He had removed his glasses when he 
sat next to her in the waiting room and held 
them in his lap, loosely gripped between the 
thumb and forefinger of his left hand. 

Pinned to the lapel of the doctor’s white 
coat was a photo button of a young girl in a 
numbered jersey. She held a soccer ball in 

her hands and stared from the photo with a 
confident, determined look. Instead of looking 
into the doctor’s eyes as he spoke, Jennifer had 
stared at the photo of the girl, and then she let 
her gaze fall to those delicate hands in his lap, 
gripping the tortoise shell frames. She could not 
remember the doctor’s face. Was his hair blond 
or brunette, salt and pepper, or totally gray? Her 
composition would focus on the glasses and 
the poised hand that held them. She thought 
she could paint the folds of his slacks as a 
background to the simple pair of glasses loosely 
held between thumb and forefinger.

There are some large rocks just ahead on 
the sand. No, she jumps back, startled. Not 
rocks. Harbor seals. Dozens of them. They 
have dragged themselves from the surf and 
positioned themselves along the beach like 
teenagers working on their tans. She walks 
around them, giving them plenty of room, but 
watching, noticing. Just this. This and nothing 
more. Creatures on the beach. And she just 
another creature.

Suddenly she feels exhausted, as if she can 
no longer stand. She plops down in the sand 
between the cottage and the harbor seals. 
She lay back onto the warm sand, placing her 
sandals and her hat next to her. She closes her 
eyes and gives herself over to the warmth of the 
sun. She puts herself into the care of the waves 
and the barking dog, the screech of the gulls 
and the sound of children playing nearby in the 
surf. This. Only this. There will be no dreams 
in this nap. Just darkness. Only darkness. And 
rest. And then again light and energy. She will 
awaken to a slight chill in the air but the sun 
still bright in her eyes. And there will be breath 
in her lungs and a slight hunger in her belly, a 
real and genuine hunger. The light. The breath. 
The hunger. Just this. �
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In the Breeze
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“Daily I am 
driven to paint 

by a deep need 
to participate 

in beauty.”

Michael Deborah Skoff
Unearthed

Michael Deborah Skoff studied drawing and painting at George Brown College in Toronto, 
Canada. After some years working with oils, she adopted a broken-concrete and cracking-plaster 
foundation for her paintings. Her fresco-like creations are directly influenced by her love of 
all things ancient and medieval from broken Egyptian tablets, to crumbling Roman and Greek 
columns and statues, to Byzantine gold-leafed altar pieces and illuminated manuscripts. Skoff 
lives in Toronto, Canada.   • 3prettybugs@gmail.com
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By the Creek
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Snowflower
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Unearthed

“I engage in my own quiet battle against 
negative and destructive forces in the world 
with deceptively delicate paintings. The 
peaceful and serene ambience in my work 
is a source of strength for me that counters 
and exposes the weakness found in evil, vio-
lence, and vulgarity.”



In the Window

My Blue Walk
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Rita at the Fair
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Unearthed

“When I paint I feel as though I am watering a flower garden, sitting by a pond, 
or walking in a meadow. My wish is that my paintings release these healing 
properties to others and offer a place to pause, a moment to surface, and a space 
to wander.”



I knew what he was talking about. I had often felt the same 
way, how what is truly important gets lost in the sea of 
inconsequential things. What was important? Expensive 
crystal? Probably not. But these days, it was a hard to know 
what really mattered. And without knowing, we continue to 
wade through the junk and the years.

Piñata
C h r i s t o p h e r  W o o d s
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I dId not know mY waY around the 
part of town where Pancho lived. I couldn’t 
remember ever going there. Now, I was. It 

was good that Pancho had made a map for me. 
Still, Donna and I got lost. We passed a park 
where families had gathered around picnic 
tables. We could hear salsa music blaring from 
car radios. Beyond the picnic tables, men were 
playing soccer in a wide field.

We came bearing gifts. Donna had helped 
me select a birthday present for Pancho’s 
granddaughter, Belinda. Maybe it was odd, 
selecting a gift for someone I had never seen 
or met. I knew her only from a photograph 
Pancho had shown me at work, a mail order 
house where we drove the trucks.

Donna said my knowing Belinda or not made 
little difference. We bought Belinda several 
coloring books and wrapped them in bright 
clown paper. Donna said that most any child 
Belinda’s age would appreciate a coloring book. 
I hoped she was correct about that. I wanted to 
do the right thing. It was, after all, the first time 
Pancho had invited us to his house.

 “I’d be honored if you could make it, Rivera,” 
he told me earlier.

Calling me Rivera was Pancho’s way of 
offering a compliment. He nicknamed me 
Rivera after the famous Mexican painter. I was 
an evening painter, doing it when I could, and I 
had not yet sold a painting. So when I received 
my new name, I thought it was a hopeful thing 
for my own painting.

Finally we found Pancho’s house. Red and 
white crepe paper streamers hung from trees. 
A large group of children stood in the yard. It 
looked like they were playing Red Rover, but 
that was a game I only dimly remembered from 
my own childhood.

Women stood talking in circles, while the men 
hovered around a barbecue grill in the driveway. 
The air around the men was heavy with smoke, 
and the smell of grilled chicken and beef drifted 
to us, still in our car in the street.

As we got out of the car, I saw Pancho running 
toward us. He seemed very happy to see us, 
which made me feel good about coming. But 
something seemed different about Pancho. He 
was too animated, perhaps, waving his arms 
about and hugging us. I realized he was drunk. 
Often at work I would smell stale booze on his 
breath, but he was always sober there. Now, it 
was different.

 “I knew you would come,” he said. “I knew 
you would come.”

We followed Pancho across the yard to the 
house. He took us in the front door. The pastel 
wallpapered room was small, and it seemed 
filled with many things. There were shelves 
lined with glass-blown boats, animals, and 
flowers. China vases were filled with dried 
flowers, all kinds. On the wall were paintings 
of Jesus and some other saints I didn’t know. 
Votive candles, all colors, flickered on a table 
by the couch.

What intrigued me most was a very large 
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Christopher Woods is a writer, teacher, and photographer who lives in Houston and Chappell Hill, Texas. 
He has published a novel, The Dream Patch, a prose collection, Under a Riverbed Sky, and a book of stage 
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cabinet with glass doors and lit shelves. The 
inside of that cabinet sparkled like sunlight on 
ice. I imagined the cabinet housed some kind 
of crystal collection, but its effect was like that 
of an altar.

Pancho excused himself and left Donna and 
me alone for a moment. When he returned, it 
was with a short older woman with dark hair 
and a big smile. He introduced us to his wife, 
Carmelita. Then, as Pancho continued to talk, 
to ramble really about our friendship at work, 
I watched as Carmelita’s smile began to fade.

She was, no doubt, disappointed that he was 
drunk. After a few moments, he realized she 
was staring at him. He seemed embarrassed. 
“Come see the gourds, Rivera,” he said. 

“Carmelita is an artist too,” he added, smiling 
broadly.

While Carmelita took Donna on a tour of the 
house, I followed Pancho out to the garage. 
Outside, I could hear the children playing. The 
gourds were kept in the garage. They were on 
a shelf above the washing machine.

I had never seen gourds like those. There were 
maybe fifteen of them, all handpainted in various 
colorful designs. They were all sizes and shapes. 
Some were painted with geometrical designs, 
while others were painted to resemble animals.

 “Carmelita painted them all,” Pancho said, 
waving his arm expansively.

 “They’re beautiful,” I said. “And so different. 
But Pancho, no one will see them in the garage. 
Why don’t you keep them in the house?”

For a moment, Pancho didn’t answer. He 
was looking at the gourds, almost longingly. 
He picked up one gourd, held it a moment, 
turning it over and over in his hands. Then he 
put it back on the shelf with the others.

 “Carmelita painted these in Morelia, before 
we came here,” he said. “She doesn’t paint 

them anymore. Now, we have Baccarat. You 
know the stuff? Crystal? We buy a piece as 
often as we can. Here, Rivera, people like 
Baccarat. They don’t care about gourds.”

He talked some more. He explained how, in 
Morelia, men would gather the gourds in fields. 
They then would take them home to their wives, 
who painted them. The painted gourds became 
household decorations and sometimes gifts. 
Pancho said that Carmelita’s gourds were the 
most beautiful in all of Morelia. Other women 
came to watch her paint. She taught herself to 
paint, Pancho announced with pride.

As Pancho continued to talk, I looked out into 
the driveway. Men, drinking, were still gathered 
in the smoke from the grill. Then a young boy 
brought us some beers. I sipped mine, but 
noticed how Pancho gulped his down. It was 
then that Donna and Carmelita joined us again. 
Seeing the beer in Pancho’s hand, Carmelita’s 
eyes darkened. He looked away. For a moment 
no one spoke. Then, seeming to brighten again, 
Pancho said he would take me on a tour of the 
house. We were off quickly, leaving Carmelita 
and Donna behind to look at the gourds. Once 
in the kitchen, Pancho got himself another beer.

 “I knew you would come, Rivera,” he said 
again.

 “We would have been here sooner if we 
hadn’t gotten lost.”

Carmelita came into the kitchen to check 
pots and pans on the stove. She saw Pancho’s 
fresh beer but didn’t say anything.

 “It’s time for the piñata,” she announced.
 “So, go on,“ Pancho said, waving her away. 

“We’re talking in here. We can watch from the 
window.”

Without another word, Carmelita was gone 
again. Pancho and I took our beers into the 
living room and stood looking out the picture 
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“When I was young, I dreamed about coming here. 
Now, I only want to go home again.”

window. The children in the yard stood in a 
line. The women were organizing them, pulling 
a short girl to the front of the line, sending a 
tall boy to the rear. The shortest children would 
have first chances to break the piñata. 

 “That’s my Belinda,” Pancho told me, 
pointing to a girl in a white lace dress.

The piñata was a red and white donkey with 

a black bridle. It hung from a rope pulley that 
dangled from an oak tree branch. An older boy 
held the end of the rope. If he pulled it, the 
donkey rose in the air. If he allowed the rope 
to slacken, the donkey would swoop low, just 
missing the ground.

The first girl, who was very young and 
blindfolded, held up a baseball bat. When she 
thought the donkey came close, she swung 
at it wildly, missing it altogether. One by one 
the other children took a turn. The older boy 
played the rope like a song. Excitement was 
building. The children screamed with pleasure.

 “These games,” Pancho said. “We should 
leave these games back in Morelia,” he added, 
and I noticed he was slurring his words. He made 
a small, helpless kind of gesture with his hand.

 “What do you mean, Pancho?”
He didn’t answer. He moved away from the 

window and looked into that shining cabinet 
I had seen when I first came into his house. I 
stayed where I was, by the window. A tall girl 
hit the donkey’s side. Bits of red and white 
paper fur drifted to the ground. Reluctantly, I 
moved away from the window to join Pancho. 

 “Tell me, Rivera, what do you think of this 

stuff? This Baccarat.” He was staring at the 
shining crystal now. I imagined there was a 
small fortune of it in that cabinet. I said nothing.

 “Carmelita loves it, so we keep buying it,” 
he said. “The neighbors come to look at it. 
But you know what? It doesn’t mean a thing,” 
Pancho added, and he tapped on the glass 
door with his fingers. I thought I noticed that 

he clenched his fist for a few seconds.
 “What doesn’t?” I asked.
 “Things, Rivera. Things. Sometimes I wish I 

had stayed in Morelia.”
I knew what he was talking about. I had often 

felt the same way, how what is truly important 
gets lost in the sea of inconsequential things. 
What was important? Expensive crystal? 
Probably not. But these days, it was hard 
to know what really mattered. And without 
knowing, we continue to wade through the 
junk and the years.

 “You could go back if you really want to,” I 
told him, though I didn’t know if he could. 

 “No, no,” he muttered. “But it’s strange. 
When I was young, I dreamed about coming 
here. Now, I only want to go home again.”

 I knew what he meant. I felt the same, but in 
a different way. But before I could tell him this 
and explain my own disappointments, there 
was a great cry from the yard. We turned and 
looked out the window. Belinda was hitting the 
piñata. We watched the donkey’s side explode, 
releasing candy and trinkets that flew through 
the air. The children scrambled to catch the 
treasure. �
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As an artist, 
as a portrait 
photographer, 
my job is to 
tell the truth 
and to capture 
someone’s spirit 
on a certain day. 
And it’s never 
the whole truth; 
it’s the truth I 
experience in 
a very intense 
and intimate 
fashion.
— Platon

Karen M
erritt, Blessed O

ne
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